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The traditional settlement pattern 

in south west Victoria reconsidered. 
 

Rupert Gerritsen 

 

Introduction 

 

Considerable interest has been aroused over the last twenty-five years in regard to claims that 

there were, in Australian terms, unusual features present in traditional Aboriginal societies in 

south west Victoria, particularly the Western District, at the time of colonial occupation. 

According to the proponents of this view a body of evidence has been accumulating 

indicating, in relative terms, denser, semi-sedentary, populations in this region with a more 

complex economy and possibly more developed sociopolitical linkages.
1
 Manifestations of 

this were extensive use of occupation/ cooking mounds, fish traps, weirs and eel canals, as 

well as permanent habitations, often of substantial construction, with aggregations in some 

localities being described as villages.
2
 Nevertheless questions and debates have arisen 

challenging some of this evidence, the supporting arguments and the conclusions. For 

example, the identification, particularly in the Lake Condah area, of low stone walled features 

as permanent huts, the duration of their occupation, and the extent of simultaneous 

occupation, even their exact form, have become contentious issues.
3
 It has also been argued 

that the so-called "villages" were not necessarily a feature of traditional Aboriginal society in 

the Western Districts but were quite possibly a post-contact phenomenon. The "villages", it is 

claimed, appeared as a consequence of colonial occupation and intrusion, with local 

populations withdrawing into "refuge areas" or being forced to concentrate in the remnants of 

their traditional lands.
4
 An alternative view suggests the "villages" may have arisen as an 

adaptive response, in the late pre-contact and early contact period, to the impacts of European 

influences such as disease, trade with sealers, or vanguard settlements such as the Hentys' 

station at Portland.
5
 In either scenario the resultant "villages" were then observed and 

recorded by amateur ethnographers early in the contact period. The presence of items of 

European manufacture such as glass and tobacco pipes in occupation floors, evidence of only 

short-term occupation and the lack of pre-contact radiocarbon dates from these sites, is cited 

as evidence in support of this case.
6
  

 

Among those adopting the position that permanent or semi-permanent structures, and 

possibly villages or larger settlements, were part of the traditional settlement pattern a 

separate issue exists regarding the degree of sedentism.
7
 Evidently there is no clear consensus 

in this regard, with Lourandos, for example, characterising the Western District settlements in 

terms of a higher degree of sedentism or as semi-sedentary,
8
 while Williams has classified 

them as "semi-sedentary or semi-nomadic".
9
 Coutts and his colleagues, although accepting 

the existence of clusters of permanent or semi-permanent habitations prior to contact, of a 

"semi-sedentary nature", with the population exhibiting "seasonal nomadism",
10

 describe the 

agglomerations encountered around the time of contact as "special camps",
11

 with an 

unspecified degree of sedentism. It would appear that several issues are actually embedded in 

this debate, these being the classification and definition of degrees of mobility and sedentism, 

the determination of the degree of sedentism, and the origins, pre-contact or post-contact, of 

the phenomenon. To attempt resolve some of these issues and debates it is my intention to 

consider a corpus of evidence relating to habitations and settlements types in south west 

Victoria. I will also consider the geographical extent of particular types of habitations and 
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settlements, as well as provide a framework in which such habitations and settlements can be 

appropriately characterised. Historical and historical ethnographic evidence
12

 will be 

extensively employed, but archaeological evidence will also be included with a view to 

developing a consistent and integrated reconstruction.  

 

Undoubtedly a considerable amount of historical ethnographic research has previously been 

undertaken, often in the context of archaeological investigations, in relation to Aboriginal 

settlements in the Western District of Victoria. This research has relied principally upon the 

findings and observations of George Augustus Robinson,
13

 as recorded in his journals, James 

Dawson
14

 and R. Brough Smyth,
15

 along with a range of other rapporteurs and lesser sources 

such as Thomas Mitchell,
16

 William Thomas,
17

 Foster Fyans,
18

 Charles Griffiths,
19

 and so 

forth. However, research of this nature has, with notable exceptions, been of limited depth. 

By increasing the depth of such research, as well as consolidating, correlating and 

corroborating all the evidence, as far as is possible, it is my belief new insights can be 

provided into the traditional settlement pattern in south west Victoria. A simple illustration of 

this can be found in relation to habitations in the Wimmera. On 26 July 1836, explorer 

Thomas Mitchell, in the vicinity of White Lake at the western end of the Grampians, 

recorded that he had: 

 

"noticed some huts of a very different construction ... being large, circular, and made of 

straight rods meeting at an upright pole in the centre; the outside had first been covered with 

bark and grass, and the entirety coated over with clay. The fire appeared to have been made 

nearly in the centre; and a hole at the top had been left as a chimney."
20

 

 

This observation is well known and frequently referred to.
21

 It is cited as a comparable 

example to the more substantial habitations reported in the Western District. However, on the 

same day, in his journal, Mitchell's deputy, Stapylton, noted: 

 

"passed to day several Guneaks of very Large dimensions one capable of containing at least 

40 persons and of very superior construction."
22

 

 

As far as I am able to ascertain these two accounts have never been associated. Taken 

together they appear to strongly imply that Aboriginal people in the southern Wimmera
23

 

built well executed dome-, teepee- or tent-shaped structures capable of holding 40 people. A 

single residence of these dimensions, if this conjecture is correct, is qualitatively different to 

any previously reported in the Western District, and a most remarkable structure by 

Australian standards. While difficult to verify, possible support for this reconstruction can, 

nevertheless, also be found in Robinson's journals. When in the central west of the Western 

District, at Emu [Bone.yere.mu] and Smoky Creeks [Crawford River] in June 1841 he 

recorded: "Arrived at Bone.yere.mu, Emu Creek. Found two large native huts."
24

 Robinson 

then made a drawing of these huts (Figure 1) which appear to be structurally similar to those 

described by Mitchell. 
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Figure 1: Emu Creek Huts 

(Robinson in Clark 1998:2:298 Figure 6.25) 

 

Meanwhile Dawson, in discussing traditional habitations of the region, wrote in 1881 that, in 

"what appears to be one dwelling, fifty or more persons can be accommodated."
25

 In the 

context in which he was writing, describing agglomerations, groupings, of family wuurns, 

this was a rather incongruous statement. However, it is possible Dawson was attempting to 

integrate information he had received in a letter from Rev. J. Francis, manager of the Lake 

Condah Mission in 1868. This advised Dawson that people at the Mission, who had come 

from all over the western part of the Western District, had told Francis they had formerly 

lived in, "communities of 30-40 and even more, occupying one Mia mia"
26

 and may refer to 

residences such as those at White Lake. With other indirect lines of evidence giving the case 

further credence,
27,28

 a completely new dimension is added to the debate on the nature of the 

traditional settlement pattern in south west Victoria. 

 

Archaeology Around Lake Condah 

 

Another, more critical, example in terms of the settlement debate, of the effective 

employment of historical ethnographic evidence, concerns habitations around Lake Condah, 

Condah Swamp [Palmer or Allambie site] and Louth Swamp [Kinghorn]. Here, in contrast to 

the White Lake example, extensive archaeological surveys and investigations have been 

conducted by Coutts et al., Wesson, Clarke and others.
29

 The findings contained in two of 

these studies form the main basis for arguments that the stone structures, or "stone circles", in 

the Condah area were, contrary to expectations, foundations of huts built and occupied during 

the contact period.
30

 By extension, it was further argued that villages reported elsewhere in 

the early contact period must also have been part of a post-contact phenomenon.
31

 Attention 

was drawn initially to the sites in the Lake Condah, Condah Swamp and Mount Eccles area 

as a result of information contained in two papers published by A.S. Kenyon, in 1912 and 

1930.
32

 All published archaeological studies pertaining to the Lake Condah and Condah 

Swamp area cite either or both of these papers. In the first instance Kenyon reported 

information supplied by Mr. Alex. Ingram, that there were, "many semi-circular stone 

formations to be found in the ... Mount Eccles stones,"
33

 with Ingram also providing an 

extensive description of the Lake Condah fish traps.
34

 Later Kenyon stated that among, "the 

stony rises south of Lake Condah, and around Mount Eccles, Mr. Alex. Ingram found a 
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number of these stone circles, about the year 1898, and learnt, from one of the old natives of 

the Condah Mission Station, that they had been roofed over with boughs and bark like an 

ordinary hut."
35

 While general statements such as these were sufficient to guide investigators 

to the area, there is actually an earlier, and more informative, account of the fish traps and 

stone circle "foundations" in the Lake Condah area, written by Thomas Worsnop in 1897.
36

 

Had this well-known work been consulted the investigators would have learnt that Mr. 

Ingram had, "lately lighted on a cluster of hut circles ... among the broken lava near one of 

the arms of the [Condah] swamp,"
37

 thus establishing a clearer association between the stone 

circles and Condah Swamp. They would also have learnt something of the informant, Tommy 

White, the "old native" Kenyon referred to, his antecedents and his credentials. He, in fact, 

had been born "at a similar camping-place"
38

 called Allumyung, 16-17 km from Lake 

Condah.
39

  More importantly this source sheds some light on the contentious issue of the 

form and structure of these habitations,
40

 White reportedly indicating "the ordinary mia-mia 

of branches and bark was erected," on 1 ft. [30cm] high stone foundations.
41

  

 

While the original archaeological studies located hundreds of stone circles in the Condah 

area, the identification of many of these features was subsequently questioned.
42

 Detailed 

investigations at the Allambie and Kinghorn sites, furthermore, showed that occupation had 

only been of brief duration, and that European artifacts such as pipes, glass and metal were 

present in some of the occupation floors. In addition, all radiocarbon dates were found to be 

"modern".
43

  From this it was concluded stone circle habitations were not of pre-contact 

provenience but, were, "being built and occupied during the contact period,"
44

 not only 

around Lake Condah but at other sites in the Western District. Although Coutts and his co-

workers were not able to explain the location of sites such as Kinghorn, Wesson suggested 

that they were refuges, created by local Aboriginal people, "when their lifestyles had been 

disrupted," following colonial occupation.
45

 While such findings, that the habitations were of 

post-contact vintage, may have been unexpected, they are not surprising when the historical 

ethnographic and ethnohistorical evidence is fully considered. Much of this evidence is, in 

fact, contained in the very sources employed in the archaeological studies. For example, 

every study refers to the accounts of explorer Thomas Mitchell. Closer scrutiny of this source 

reveals that he and his party spent a whole week at Condah Swamp, from 1 September to 8 

September, 1836.
46

 In Mitchell's, and Stapylton's,
47

 account there is not the slightest 

indication of any habitations there at that time, even though Mitchell crossed and recrossed 

the swamp on two occasions. Yet, while on an excursion to Mt Napier during this period, he 

encountered two, "very substantial huts," at a location 10 km from Condah Swamp, probably 

around Byaduk North.
48

 It is reasonable to conclude from this, and the fact that there is not a 

single account in any other source of any habitations in the area around Lake Condah and 

Condah Swamp during the early contact period, that this area was quite possibly not a 

traditional occupation site.
49

 

 

When sources from the post-contact period are considered, the works of Kenyon,
50

 and 

Massola,
51

 are frequently cited. One of these, Massola's history of the Lake Condah Mission, 

contains an extract from the Sixth Report of the Central Board of the Aborigines, dated 1869. 

This report indicates that two years after its founding only 4 huts had been constructed at the 

Mission, occupied by "a few" of the 70 residents, while the "remainder live in mia-mias."
52

 It 

was another year before all the residents were finally living in cottages.
53

 Thus the 

concentration of people from the region at the Mission without the provision of 

accommodation appears to have made it necessary for them to live for a period of about three 

years in traditional or quasi-traditional habitations. Evidence in Kenyon's and Massola's 

works of the continued pursuit of elements of traditional subsistence activities, specifically 
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hunting and at times intensive exploitation of the fish traps, into the 1890s, is also highly 

relevant in this context.
54

 Clearly quasi-traditional occupation and subsistence activities such 

as these, in a post-contact setting, could produce many of the elements detected 

archaeologically. None of this evidence, critical to investigations into site formation 

processes, dating of sites and interpretation of the archaeological evidence in the Condah 

area, has been taken into consideration in any of the studies carried out there. If this 

information is taken into account, however, and additional historical and ethnohistorical 

evidence brought to bear, it may be possible to arrive at a plausible framework for 

understanding the archaeological and structural evidence from the Condah area. 

 

The rapid expansion of the Port Phillip colony saw squatting begin in earnest west of the 

"frontier" line from Port Fairy to Mt Napier around 1842.
55

 This also heralded a period 

characterised by extensive conflict between the encroaching squatters and the traditional 

owners of the land in that area. Critchett, in her analysis of the ensuing hostilities, identified 

three phases of "resistance" before "pacification"
56

 took effect. The first phase entailed an 

almost immediate attack, in January 1842, on Hunter's "Eumeralla" station, the first run 

established in the Mount Eccles area, late in 1841.
57

 "Eumeralla" was attacked on several 

other occasions during the next two years. This was followed by a more general and 

concerted response, the second phase, known as the "Eumeralla War", commencing in the 

summer at the beginning of 1844. Finally, the third phase, consisting of a type of guerrilla 

war, occurred in the Port Fairy area from March 1845 to April 1847.
58

 While these 

"collisions" were in progress squatting runs were still being taken up at a considerable rate. 

By the end of 1844, as the main phase of resistance was coming to an end, squatting runs had 

been established claiming every part of the district except for one area, the stony country and 

swamps on the western, north western and northern side of Mount Eccles.
59

 This encircled, 

unclaimed, "island" incorporated what is now known as the Kinghorn and Allambie sites, as 

well as the eastern side of Condah Swamp and the eastern and southern parts of Lake 

Condah. Only the western side of Lake Condah had been appropriated at this point in time, in 

1843, when "Lake Condah" had been formed.
60

 Then, in 1846 and 1847, in a final burst of 

dispossession, as "pacification" was becoming the predominant basis of relations, this 

remaining area was "taken up" and "Knebsworth", "Lyne", "Euremete," "Louth", "Grafton" 

and "Ellengowan" were licensed and gazetted.
61

 Later, in 1850, C.P. Cooke took over "Lake 

Condah".
62

 Apparently the Cooke family were highly sympathetic to the local indigenous 

population and the station appears to have been something of a refuge. This may have also 

have been a factor in the later selection of Lake Condah as the site for the Mission.
63

  

 

Based on this and the preceding evidence I would suggest there were three phases in the 

formation of sites in the Condah area. These were the Pre-contact Phase [pre-1842], the 

Refuge Phase [1843-66] and the Mission Phase [1867-1918]. A proposed interpretation of 

sites within this framework would suggest that the Lake Condah fish traps were constructed 

during the Pre-Contact Phase, but were perhaps repaired, and possibly modified, during 

subsequent phases, as the local hydrological regime was altered.
64

 It is quite possible there 

was no occupation of this locality in the Pre-Contact Phase, the fish traps being accessed by 

people based elsewhere, as suggested by Clarke.
65

 During the Refuge Phase, as part of a 

series of complex responses to the colonists' intrusion,
66

 a proportion of the people displaced 

by the squatters elsewhere chose to withdraw to the unoccupied and isolated Condah area. 

Occupation sites such as Allambie and Kinghorn probably arose at that time, although usage 

may have continued into the Mission Phase. This would explain the short occupation history, 

the modern dating and the presence of European artifacts. As there have been no excavations 

of the stone circles at Lake Condah itself it is difficult to determine at what point in time they 
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were constructed. Observational evidence does suggest, however, that occupation was of 

short duration.
67

 Consequently these sites may have first been occupied during the initial 

Refuge Phase, or in the later Refuge Phase when C.P. Cooke took over "Lake Condah". Or 

they may have arisen in the early Mission Phase while the Mission accommodation was being 

built, they may even have been constructed as part of the continuing pursuit of traditional 

subsistence activities during the Mission Phase.  Whatever the case, at least it is possible, 

within the 3 Phase framework, to achieve a more discriminating interpretation of such sites 

because it recognises the degree of complexity in site formation in the Condah area.  The 

critical point, however, is the recognition of the situational differences between the 

occupation sites investigated in the Condah area and the habitations, settlements and villages 

reported elsewhere. As pointed out earlier there is no report from the early contact period of 

habitations in the Condah area. In fact the only ethnographic evidence available from that 

period, Mitchell's, seems to positively indicate there were no habitations at least in the area 

around Condah Swamp. This stands in stark contrast to the habitations reported elsewhere, as 

will become apparent. Furthermore, it could be argued that a unique set of historical 

circumstances led to the concentration of a segment of the Aboriginal population from the 

region in the Condah area, first as a refuge and later as part of the Mission. By way of 

comparison, observations and events elsewhere often indicate that habitations and settlements 

were present at first contact, that these were a traditional occupation site, that there was no 

preceding history of conflict and no evidence of encirclement or concentration of remnant 

populations. As will be shown, they were present from the moment the first tentative 

intrusions beyond the "frontier" occurred.  

 

Archaeology At Other Village Sites 

 

If the preceding arguments are correct then the occupation sites in the Condah area cannot be 

seen as representative of traditional settlements reported in the historical ethnographic 

literature. Ideally, to overcome these defects, investigations need to be carried out at 

habitation and settlement sites which meet the criteria alluded to above : 

 

a) that they were observed or noted at first contact,  

b) there was evidence indicating this was a traditional, longer-term, not transitory,    

 occupation site,  

c) that there was no preceding history of conflict, and  

d) there is no evidence of encirclement or concentration of remnant populations.  

 

Such studies have been attempted.  The first example to be considered here, which might 

meet such criteria, relates to an historically documented "village" site near Caramut, in the 

central part of the Western District. Based on information provided by an informant, 

identified as George Arabin,
68

 a number of relatively detailed descriptions were prepared by 

Sub-Protector William Thomas, along with a rough map of the location and sketches of the 

village itself. The Sketch Map showing the location of the "Blacks Village" is reproduced 

below: 
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Figure 2: Sketch Map of Village at Caramut 

(Thomas Papers: Set 214,Item 22 p.537) 

 

In his most extensive description Thomas stated: 

 

"... by Mustons and the Scrubby Creek to the westward ... first settlers found a regular 

aboriginal settlement. This settlement was about 50 miles NE of Port fairy. There was on the 

banks of the creek between 20 and 30 huts in the form of a beehive or sugar loaf, some of 

them capable of holding a dozen people. These huts were about 6 feet high or little more, 

about 10' in diameter, an opening about 3 feet 6 inches high for a door which they closed at 

night if they required with a sheet of bark, an aperture at the top 8 or 9 inches to let out the 

smoke which in wet weather  they covered with a sod. These buildings were all made of a 

circular form, closely worked and then covered with mud, they would bear the weight of a 

man on them    without injury. These blacks made various well constructed dams in the creek 

which  by certain heights acted as sluice gates in the flooding season ... "
69

 

 

Accompanying this description were two drawings of the village. 
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Figures 3a,b: Sketches of Village at Caramut 

(Notebook of William Thomas, Smyth Papers) 

 

In another account Thomas added that "some fragments and foundations" of the dams could 

still be found in the creek.
70

 Guided by this information, Elizabeth Williams, in more recent 

times, identified the original location of the village as being at the junction of Muston's and 

Scrubby Creeks and subsequently carried out investigations there.
71

 Williams specifically 

identified the "Ovens paddock cluster", Location E in Figure 4 below, as "probably the site of 

the documented village."
72
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Figure 4: Location of Mound Sites in the Caramut Area 

(Williams 1988:128,Figure 6.25) 

 

Williams, however, experienced some difficulties in her study of this village site, apart from 

the local landowner ploughing up the mounds she intended to excavate.
73

 She was not able to 

reconcile the drawing showing the village in the distance close to Rutherford's Hut [Figure 

3b] with the location she identified,
74

 nor was she able to locate any sign or remnant of the 

"dams" referred to by Thomas,
75

 and finally, the mounds there did not "have a form of 

patterning consistent with that of sites occupied on a settled basis."
76

 I would suggest that 

these problems arose simply because the wrong site was identified. An examination of the 

Sketch Map [Figure 2] shows the village was situated on "Scrubby Creek", although 

elsewhere Thomas stated it was "by Mustons and the Scrubby Creek to the westward,"
77

 and 

"on Muston's or the Scrubby Creek."
78

 But there are difficulties in identifying this site based 

on this information. These include the inaccurate representation of the watercourses in the 

area, such as the course of Muston's Creek, the fact that Thomas, having never been in the 

district,
79

 was relying upon an informant, and the difficulty of locating individual settler's 

huts with limited historical information during a period in which European settlement was 

highly fluid.
80

 Initially Williams attempted to identify "Scrubby Creek", equating this with a 

watercourse running east into Muston's Creek [Figure 4]. This was based on her unsourced 

claim that this creek was known locally by that name, that it had appeared as such on a map 

in 1846,
81

 "and has carried this name since at least 1846."
82

 While this watercourse may well 

be known locally as "Scrubby Creek" it has never been known officially by this name and in 

fact has no name at all officially.
83

 Its appearance on the 1846 Run Plan is the only instance I 

have been able to detect in which that name has been applied to that watercourse, and even 

this may have been an error.
84

 Alternatively, I would suggest that a confusion between 

nominative and descriptive terms may be the source of the problem. Put simply Thomas' 
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informant may have described the creek as a "scrubby creek", which Thomas then turned in 

to "Scrubby Creek". His inconsistent usage, as seen above, gives credence to this suspicion. 

But this does not help, however, in identifying the location of the village. In order to do this a 

comparison with contemporary maps was undertaken, beginning with one by Arabin's co-

informant in the Lubra Creek Massacre, Christopher McGuinness
85

 [Figure 5], and another 

by George Augustus Robinson [Figure 6]. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: McGuinness's Sketch Map with explanations 

(Clark 1995:37,Figures 5 & 6) 
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Figure 6: Robinson's Sketch Map of Muston's Creek 

(Clark 1998:4:330,Figure 8.1) 

 

By comparing these with the original sketch map of the Caramut area a number of landmarks 

are readily identifiable. These include Kemp's Hut, the Lubra Creek Massacre site, Osbrey's 

Home Station, Osbrey's Wool Shed, the road to Mt. Rouse and the two different roads to 

Melbourne. It seems obvious from these comparisons that the compass rose on Arabin's 

Sketch Map of Caramut was inaccurately drawn, with north rotated 60 deg. to the east. When 

the Sketch Map of Caramut is aligned with true north it can be seen that the "Scrubby Creek" 

village lies on a watercourse running north-south, some distance to the east of Caramut, and 

south of the Melbourne Road. The only watercourse that meets these specifications is Tea 

Tree Creek. Quite possibly the village was, therefore, located on Tea Tree Creek in the 

vicinity of William's mound cluster D, near the junction of Muston's and Tea Tree Creek.
86

 

On the basis of this conclusion an extensive examination of Tea Tree Creek was undertaken 

with a view to locating any sign of the "dams" referred to by Thomas. Unfortunately Thomas 

did not provide a detailed description of these dams so their exact form is uncertain. 

Robinson mentions stone fish weirs on the Eumeralla River and Gorrie Swamp,
87

 but most 

weirs were probably of the well-known yere.roc brush- fence type, anchored at the base with 

stones.
88

 Presumably this was the type employed in the Caramut area as Nicholas McCann, 

who began squatting lower down Muston's Creek early in 1840, noted at the time, "the great 

number of bridges along the waterholes and the large number of woven fences across the 

shallow portions of the Creek."
89

 My search was based on this assumption and in the course 

of the examination of Tea Tree Creek a series of stone alignments, forming what may be a 

fish race and the foundations of a fish weir, were indeed noted.
90

 A photograph of part of this 

formation appears below. 
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Plate 1: Photograph of stone alignment across Tea Tree Creek 

  

While it is not certain that these features are the remains of a weir and fish race, only further 

archaeological investigation could establish this, it does demonstrate the possibilities that 

may be realised when historical ethnographic evidence is used to full effect. Unfortunately 

the historical ethnographic evidence also raises the possibility, if the argument is correct, that 

the attempt to archaeologically investigate a documented village here was flawed, and 

therefore of limited value to the wider debate. 

 

A further example of the crucial importance of sound historical ethnographic research, 

especially when related to archaeological research, applies to another "village" site in the 

Western District, 1 km north north east of the junction of McArthur and Spring Creeks. At 

this site the archaeological investigation, again conducted by Elizabeth Williams, involved 

partial excavation of two mounds in a cluster of seven.
91

 Drawing on a comment in the 

journal of Chief Protector Robinson, Williams identified the McArthur Creek Cluster as 

being "associated with an observation of a 'village.'"
92

 According to Williams it "was in this 

general locality where Robinson had noted in 1841 Aboriginal 'villages or homesteads.'"
93

 

Having uncovered the remains of a dwelling on one of the two mounds investigated Williams 

then concluded that this "revealed that this [mound] cluster was an Aboriginal settlement."
94

 

Elsewhere she qualifies these statements to a degree by stating that it was "difficult to 

determine whether this site was the one observed by Robinson,"
95

 and that, "it is possible that 

this could have been a village site such as the one noted by Robinson."
96

 There are several 

difficulties with these statements and conclusions however. Firstly, what Robinson actually 

stated was:  

 

"Passed by a rivulet ... where there is a spring of excellent water which runs in the driest 

season. The natives are deprived of this. At the springs and water courses the natives had 

their fixed residences or villages or homesteads."
97
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Whereas this statement might be taken as implying there had been a habitation or habitations 

at this spot it certainly does not specifically refer to any village. Robinson's comment may 

well have been just a general statement and there was, in fact, no habitation there at all. 

Closer scrutiny of his entry for 3 May, 1841 also strongly suggests he was not in the vicinity 

of the McArthur Creek mounds at all when he made his observation. He began the day at 

Robert Whitehead's "Spring Creek" station, heading for the Protectorate Station at Mt. Rouse, 

noting the spring one and a half miles [2.4 km] from "Spring Creek", before reaching Gibb's 

"Stony Plains" [formerly "Bird's"], south of Mt. Rouse,
98

 in the early afternoon. This 

reconstruction, supported by other researchers,
99

 indicates he had proceeded in a west or 

north westerly direction, and leads to the conclusion that Robinson made his observation just 

east of "Green Hills" homestead. Robinson would only have encountered the McArthur 

Creek mound cluster if he had headed due north. The reconstructions of his path appear to 

indicate Robinson did not come closer than 2 km to the mound cluster. It is highly unlikely he 

would have been able to observe the mounds or any associated habitations from that distance, 

especially as the area was probably open woodland at that time, "thinly timbered" as 

Robinson described it.
100

 Finally, Williams only investigated the McArthur Creek mounds 

because they "appeared to be the only large mound cluster in the immediate vicinity,"
101

 but 

with time constraints, she was unable "to confirm this."
102

 If this was the case, and a search 

for alternative sites not carried out, it further undermines the validity of an association 

between the mounds and any putative village site in this locality. 

 

While the investigation of the McArthur Creek mounds may be imperfect in terms the 

relationship between the archaeological findings and historical ethnographic reports of 

"village" type settlements, the significance of Williams study should not be underestimated. It 

was, as far as I am aware, only the second time archaeological evidence of a habitation 

structure had been discovered in a mound in an archaeological context,
103

 and the first 

systematic archaeological investigation of such a site. The relevance of Williams findings 

will be discussed later. But as a final example of the critical importance of sound historical 

ethnography in guiding archaeological investigations I now turn to consideration of the 

settlement pattern in and around the basalt lava flow, the "stony rises", on the south eastern 

side of Mt. Eccles. Here again Elizabeth Williams carried out investigations, at a site she 

designated as Gorrie Swamp Hut site [GSH in Figure 7 below].  

 
 

Figure 7: Map of South East Mt. Eccles Lava Flows 

(Adapted from Williams 1988:Figure 7.1) 
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At this site there were "at least ten stone-walled features", "2 to 3 metres in diameter", "with 

walls in common", which had been "three and four courses high", but were "now only about 

1 m high."
104

 Two radiocarbon dates were obtained, one from the centre of the excavated Hut 

A, was 380 + 150 bp, the other to the left of the entrance was "modern".
105

 According to 

Williams the structures here "seemed identical in size, shape and method of construction to 

the Condah sites."
106

 I would actually question this, however. They appear to be qualitatively 

different to those at Lake Condah. The extant walls of the Lake Condah or Condah Swamp 

[Allambie] structures were only 30 to 75 cm high, and none appeared to have common walls, 

all being "stand alone", as far as can be determined from the survey reports.
107

 The same also 

seems true, with one possible exception, of the cluster of "stone circles" at the Kinghorn site 

10 km north east of Condah Swamp.
108

 A typical "stone circle" of this type is illustrated 

below: 

 

 
 

Plate 2: Stone Circle 

(Clarke 1994:Figure 5) 

 

Williams in this instance associated the Gorrie Swamp Hut site with a "sort of a village" 

reported, again by Chief Protector Robinson, in this region.
109

 Robinson's account of this 

"sort of village" appears in two forms, the first in his journal (20 March 1842) and the second 

in a report to La Trobe (9 April 1842). To test the validity of this association it is necessary at 

this point to consider the relevant parts of both accounts. In his journal Robinson recorded: 

 

"Sat. 19 March 1842 The native name of Hunter's place or river is Eumer.ral.lar. ... The 

station very pleasant ... - called 'Eumeralla'. The river is like a lake, is two miles long: 

serpents, plenty fish deep water. 
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20 March 1842 decided to stay and go to natives Set off south through wooded land ... - 

crossed a swamp (dry) and at five miles came to the stony rises .... masses of lavre, steep 

stone ... Led our horses into the stony rises: ... plenty ash hills [mounds], round sharp layrs, 

plenty huts of dirt and others built of stone. Stone houses, stone weirs. Saw Mt. Eel 

[Eccles
110

]. Mt Napier bore north and Mt Eels WNW."
111

 

 

while in his report he stated: 

 

"On the 19th I visited Mr Hunter's station ... Mr H was absent ... Whilst in the neighbourhood 

I deemed it advisable to effect a communication with the natives, and on the 20th crossed a 

swamp to some strong rises, and succeeded in conferring with the blacks; they had a sort of a 

village and some of their habitations were of stone. I passed several stone and wooden weirs 

for taking fish, also places for snaring birds; their dwellings are among rocky fragments and 

loose crags, thickly wooded and bound by swamps."
112

 

 

Key points of identification given by Robinson in these accounts include Mt. Eccles being 

"WNW" and Mt. Napier "north", the stony rises "south ... five miles [8 km]" from "Hunter's" 

and the village in the stony rises being "bound by swamps". By "Hunter's" he was referring to 

"Eumeralla" Station, the homestead situated on what is now "Eumeralla West" on the western 

side of the Eumeralla River [EWH in Figure 7], a little under 2 km south west of 

Macarthur.
113

 Williams Gorrie Swamp Hut site is actually 9.5 km south south west of old 

"Eumeralla", with Mt Eccles north north west and Mt Napier north north east. Nor is it 

bounded by swamps. However, the stony peninsula or point in Figure 7 [circled] is 7.5 to 8.0 

km [4.7-5.0 miles] due south of "Eumeralla West", is bounded by swamps, Gorrie Swamp, 

with Mt Eccles almost directly west north west and Mt Napier almost directly north from 

there.
114

 This evidence strongly supports the proposition that the village was located not at 

Gorrie Swamp Hut site but within the circled area on Figure 7. That Robinson described 

crossing a swamp to the stony rises, but made no mention of crossing the stony rises, an 

extremely difficult undertaking with horses,
115

 provides some measure of corroboration for 

the proposition. Sub-Protector Charles Sievwright, who accompanied Robinson on the day in 

question, also referred in his report to their visit to the "native encampment which was 

situated among the rocks to the South of a large Swamp ... the approach to it on foot 

extremely difficult, and on horseback impossible."
116

 This, again, is consistent with the 

"village" being located in the stony peninsula, the only part of Gorrie Swamp where stony 

rises are present on the south side of the swamp. 

 

According to Williams yet another settlement in her study area was, "located on the edge of 

the rises near where the Eumeralla forms a large swamp (possibly Gorrie Swamp)."
117

 The 

basis for this belief was an account published in 1851 by William Westgarth. In this account 

Westgarth stated: 

 

"There was a 'native township' as it was termed, on the banks of the Eumaralla Lake or 

swamp where the stony rises in that part of the country commence. The Aborigines generally 

encamped there during a portion of the year, for the purpose of fishing, with occasional 

rambling over the neighbouring country. At the period above alluded to [June 1844], these 

Eumaralla blacks were stated to be about two hundred in number; but two years previously 

[1842], when this locality was first taken up for pasturage the 'township' was said to contain 

five hundred."
118
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In actual fact this was the third occasion Westgarth had published such an account, the first 

being in 1846,
119

 and the next in 1848.
120

 In his 1846 account Westgarth wrote: 

 

"[June 1844] There was a 'native township', as it was termed, on the banks of the Eumeralla 

Lake or swamp, where the stony rises in that part of the country commence. The aborigines 

generally encamped there during a portion of the year, for the purpose of fishing, with 

occasional rambling over the neighbouring country. Mount Eeles [Eccles], an adjoining 

volcanic hill, with a large and romantic crater, appears to have been a favourite resort, their 

repeated visits having worn a distinct track to the summit. At the period above alluded to, 

these Eumaralla blacks were stated to be about two hundred in number, but two years 

previously, when this locality was first taken up for pasturage, the township was said to 

contain five hundred."
121

 

 

It appears from Westgarth's descriptions that he is referring to Gorrie Swamp, where the 

stony rises commence. This is consistent with the location identified as the site of the "sort of 

village" noted by Robinson. Rather than there being two settlements in this area, I would 

assert there was just one, which, based on Westgarth's account, was quite large in population 

terms. Westgarth described the circumstances of his report years later in his Personal 

Recollections, when he visited Robert Craufurd, manager of "Eumeralla East" Station at the 

time, June 1844. According to Westgarth, whilst he was there they, "were soon off over the 

stony rises," and climbed the track to the summit of Mt. Eccles, commenting that, "we saw 

nothing of the natives, however."
122

  It seems likely, therefore, that the real source of his 

information, the person he indirectly refers to in the preceding accounts, was Robert 

Craufurd, brother of Lord Ardmillan, described by Boldrewood as "a fair scholar" and clearly 

sympathetic to the local population.
123

 Boldrewood also approached this area, although he 

doesn't seem to have entered the "village". Based at "Squattlesea Mere", just south south east 

of the stony peninsula, he commented on frequently seeing, "fires in 'The Rocks',"
124

 with, 

"an unusual number and brilliancy of fires at the black camp in the Rocks,"
125

 on one 

occasion. On another occasion he was involved in pursuit of a large body of the Nillan 

gundidj clan, reporting "the trail grew broader and more plain ... We followed the track to a 

thick brake of reeds nearly opposite a jutting cape of the lava country,"
126

 before ending the 

pursuit. In an attempt to suppress the resistance emanating from the stony rises the 

Commissioner of Crown Lands, Foster Fyans, also had occasion to visit the village in the 

stony rises some months after Robinson. Basing himself at "Eumeralla" Station he reported to 

La Trobe that: 

 

"In the hope of seizing them I left this morning on the 9th Inst. at 3 o'Clock; we could make 

no use of the Horses; from the quantity of water in the marshes, and the Rockey Ground, we 

proposed to circle close to Mt Eels [Eccles] the party proceeded on foot, and waded with 

considerable difficulty through the marshes nearly one mile and entered a great stone Range 

to a point called the Township; we reached it about 9 o'Clock, a distance not more than seven 

miles from this ["Eumeralla"]: not finding any natives, we proceeded as far as we were 

able."
127

 

 

Apart from the specified distance of "not more than seven miles," which would encompass 

both Williams' Gorrie Swamp Hut site and the stony peninsula, Fyans' account broadly 

matches the others. During the course of her research Williams was also informed by a local 

landowner, Mr William Thomas, that the stony peninsula was one area where stone circle 

sites, "are particularly common."
128

 She visited the area and "found a number of these 

features" but did not record them as it was too difficult.
129

 Since then a local farmer, Robert 
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Young, and a local ranger, Andy Carmichael, reported finding what they believed to be, "an 

Aboriginal village site near Lake Gorrie in the Stony Rises,"
130

 a small water body on the 

northern side of the base of the "stony peninsula". This site was examined by a contingent of 

stakeholders revealing, "several stone house sites ... and a fish trap," but it was considered to 

be, "not particularly noteworthy,"
131

 and was not registered as a heritage site.
132

 

 

As a result of the information outlined above, I formed the conclusion that some sort of 

village had been in existence during the early contact period in the "stony peninsula", and 

made a brief visit to this locality on 4 December 1999. In an area where the northern edge of 

the stony rises here borders on the southern edge of Gorrie Swamp, just to the west of where 

Lake Gorrie Road intersects the stony point, I observed what appeared to be numerous stone 

circles among the long grass and bracken fern. Some appeared to identical in form to those 

reported elsewhere, as illustrated in Plate 2, although others appeared to have common walls 

and a central dividing or support wall. Two other structures seemed to be quite different in 

form to those previously reported. One of these, which  I interpreted as a complex galleried or 

multi-roomed arrangement is illustrated below [Plate 3].
133

  

 
Plate 3: Complex Stone Arrangement, Stony Peninsula 

(Stick in left centre 70 cm long) 

 

The other structure, which had the appearance of an all stone house with collapsed walls,
134

 is 

also illustrated below [Plate 4]. This was situated in a picturesque glade, on a low prominence 

where a finger of Gorrie Swamp reaches into the stony rise.
135

 This second structure may 

have been around 2 m high originally. Whereas it has been pointed out previously that natural 

processes may produce "stone circles", and that some have consequently been 

misidentified,
136

 I was unable to conceive of any natural process, or non-Aboriginal activity, 

that could have formed either type of arrangement.
137
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Plate 4: "Stone House", Stony Peninsula 

(Stick in centre 70 cm long) 

 

While it is difficult to verify the claim that this was a stone house without further 

investigation it should be noted that Robinson did mention "stone houses" in his journal 

account and, in his report to La Trobe, stated that "some of their habitations were of stone."
138

 

Another relevant question was the size and nature of this settlement. Robinson described it as 

a "sort of a village" but Westgarth and Fyans alluded to a "township". In numerical terms 

Sievwright counted 33 on the day of his visit, but this was only "a portion of the tribe."
139

 

Robinson eventually took the names of 82 Nillan gundidj, the clan that have been associated 

with this area.
140

 Against these figures is Westgarth's assertion that the population of the 

"township" was 200 in 1844 but that it had been 500 two years previously. This last figure is 

difficult to credit although there is some support for it. Hunter claimed that on 10 August 

1842, "upwards of 150 blacks" had attacked his station.
141

 By analysing population figures a 

ratio of adult males to total population can be established. Different sources produce ratios 

from 3.29 to 3.89, and as high as 4.20.
142

 If Hunter's attackers were all males then this, using 

the lowest ratio, represents a population of 493. Hunter's figure needs to be treated with 

caution, however, as similar reports elsewhere have been shown to vary by a factor of three 

or more.
143

 Nevertheless Fyans, on a trip from Geelong to Portland in 1839, being unable to 

cross the Tyrendarra lava flow with his horses, turned toward the southern edge of the Mount 

Eccles rises and in this vicinity was "surrounded by, I suppose, 150 natives, following us with 

their spears."
144

 It is possible this encounter coincided with a ceremonial gathering, or two or 

more clans united in their efforts to repel the incursion, as Critchett suggests they may have 

done against Hunter, thus inflating local population counts.
145

 Given this degree of 

uncertainty, it is not feasible, therefore, to arrive at a valid or specific figure for the 

population of this "sort of village" at this point, although there were undoubtedly significant 

numbers residing there. Regarding the question of the nature of this settlement it is necessary 
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to return to some of the issues raised earlier, such as the degree of sedentism and the origins 

of such settlements. Before concluding, however, it should be pointed out that if the 

preceding arguments are correct then no archaeological excavations have as yet been carried 

out at the site of any village or substantial settlement reported in the historical ethnographic 

literature. Williams, it would appear, may have investigated an outlier of the main village or 

another small settlement, but did not, in my view, directly investigate the "sort of village" 

alluded to by Robinson. 

 

The Origins, Nature and Extent of Habitations and Settlements in SW Victoria 

 

As mentioned earlier, it has been argued by some that the larger settlements noted in the 

historical ethnographic literature were quite possibly a manifestation of early-contact or post-

contact dynamics, or simply short-term concentrations of population in keeping with 

traditional ceremonial occasions.
146

 In the first instance, according to this line of reasoning, 

the process of dispossession forced local Aboriginal populations to seek refuge in marginal or 

unoccupied areas, or to suffer involuntary concentration in the same type of areas or at 

missions. As discussed previously, this would appear to provide the best explanation for the 

occupation evidence in the Condah area. But the shortcomings of this example have already 

been pointed out. Conversely, when the two best documented villages are considered instead, 

neither the early-/post-contact scenario, nor invocations of ceremonial gatherings, appear to 

provide valid explanations. The two villages in question are the Caramut village and the 

"stony point" village, which will be referred to henceforth, for convenience, as the 

"Eumeralla" village. At Caramut the village was encountered when the "first settlers found a 

regular aboriginal settlement."
147

 Apparently the population of the village was "perfectly 

harmless and stationary" but, near the end of 1840 or beginning of 1841, the "white people 

set fire to and demolished the aboriginal settlement," "while the Blacks were from their 

village, up the creek, seeking their daily fare."
148

 The Caramut district was not encircled by 

squatting runs at the time the village site at Tea Tree Creek was "taken up", as the frontier 

was only just reaching there from beyond the Hopkins River, just to the east.
149

 For a village 

such as Caramut to have been formed as a result of an early-contact dynamic a significant and 

almost immediate displacement of local Aboriginal groups would have been required, with 

these refugees establishing their "village" beyond the "frontier". There is no evidence to 

support such an unlikely scenario. In fact the evidence suggests that the squatters, initially, 

only effectively occupied their home station areas and, when displaced, Aboriginal people 

usually endeavoured to remain in the vicinity of their traditional holdings.
150

 The events at 

Caramut, however, appear to be typical of a dynamic even alluded to in the 19th century, 

whereby the pattern of constructing more permanent habitations and settlements was 

abandoned, not induced, as a direct result of squatters' incursions and aggressions.
151

 

 

A similar argument applies to the Eumeralla village, except that this settlement has been 

characterised as a post-contact guerrilla base.
152

 However, as has already been noted, as early 

as 1839 Fyans had been confronted by 150 warriors when he approached this area, at a time 

when there was not a single European settlement of any sort for 25 km.
153

 Even when Hunter 

tried to establish "Eumeralla" late in 1841, suffering almost immediate attacks from the 

direction of the Eumeralla village, there were no other squatters occupying lands within 10 

km.
154

 Westgarth claimed, anyway, that the village was there "when the locality was first 

taken up",
155

 and this seems to be supported by Boldrewood, who appears to imply at various 

points that the Nillan gundidj had traditionally occupied "The Rocks".
156

 Undoubtedly the 

Eumeralla village was a centre of resistance during the squatter invasion,
157

 but the historical 

sequence does not indicate that this village was formed in response to the invasion. Quite the 
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contrary, it was already there when the squatters arrived. But this sequence may also possibly 

account for the appearance of the post-contact habitations at Kinghorn and Allambie. 

According to Westgarth the population of the Eumeralla village dropped from 500 in 1842 to 

200 at the time of the "Eumeralla War" in 1844. While these figures may be exaggerated it is 

quite conceivable a proportion of the surviving population could have sought refuge from the 

hostilities during that period, or perhaps at their conclusion, in the unoccupied Condah area. 

 

Other, more speculative, "post-contact" arguments that have been advanced, such as disease, 

sealers or the influence of the Hentys, are difficult to refute because there is so little evidence 

put forward to support them. How epidemics might have led to the construction of permanent 

habitations and large settlements is difficult to fathom, common sense suggesting the 

resultant depopulation would, in all likelihood, have the opposite effect. That an estimated 

dozen sealers operating along the whole Victorian coast by 1834 might have triggered a 

transformation in habitations and settlement is also difficult to credit.
158

 Comparable visits by 

the Macassans to the Arnhem Land coast over decades, even centuries, while apparently 

stimulating the ceremonial exchange cycle far inland, certainly do not seem to have initiated 

any settlement pattern there akin to that found in south west Victoria.
159

 Ascribing a similarly 

disproportionate influence to the Hentys' vanguard settlement is equally implausible. Such an 

explanation becomes more improbable when it is realised that the Hentys were encountering 

the sort of habitations characteristic of south western Victoria almost from the moment they 

arrived. For example, Edward Henty noted "many Native Huts" on the Fitzroy River in 1834, 

and even "stopped the Night in some Native Huts" on the Surrey River in 1835.
160

 Likewise, 

in August the following year, Mitchell slept in "a snug old hut of the natives" near the mouth 

of the Surrey River.
161

 A further weakness in schema attributing habitation types and 

settlement patterns to exogenous influences lies in the extent of the phenomenon, with 

ethnographic reports of more permanent habitations and villages from the early contact 

period covering an area of 20,000 sq. km. Lacking a clear mechanism to account for this, as 

well as providing little supporting evidence, the "exogenous influence" theses do not provide 

cogent alternatives. 

 

As stated, observations of "substantial" huts, singly, in clusters or in groups, occurred over an 

area of 20,000 sq. km, perhaps more. Many were noted by Robinson in particular. One well-

known example was the "village" consisting, "previous to its occupation by white men," of, 

"13 large huts built in the form of a cupola," reported by Robinson near Mt. Napier on 10 

May 1841, although only 3 of these huts had been occupied, "a day or two previous to my 

visit," according to Robinson.
162

 He also referred to another village in this area the following 

day, "One of the old men went, pm, to his village but returned again in the evening."
163

 

Earlier, he mentioned that he had passed, on his way to Mt. Napier from "The Grange", near 

Hamilton, "at least 20 well built worns or native huts."
164

 At "Forlonge's Dairy Station", 

again near Hamilton, two days before, Robinson had commented that, a "whole village, 

therefore, has been forced away from their ancient pool [spring]."
165

 Elsewhere he had 

reportedly been told by Robert Whitehead of Spring Creek that, "there was a large number of 

huts on the river when they first came."
166

 And at Lake Elingamite in the eastern part of the 

Western District, Robinson encountered a village with a population of 60 to 70: 

 

"Passed a deserted Elangermot native camp of nine huts of recent construction; each hut was 

large enough to contain seven or eight persons (adults). They were in form of a cupola with 

bark and sods over them with a doorway."
167

  

 

Furthermore, near Port Fairy, according to Robinson: 
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"There is a large swamp on the east of the Port Fairy River [Moyne River] where the natives 

get their chief support, roots etc. and near to the small eminence on the edge of this swamp, 

called by Campbell's men 'Tower Hill', is a native village: an assemblage of huts"
168

 

 

Upon his return there the following year Robinson referred to it as a "native township", and 

appears to indicate the population may have been up to 150.
169

 Sievwright, who accompanied 

Robinson on this occasion, reported that they, "visited a tribe who constantly reside in the 

neighbourhood of Port Fairy."
170

 

 

While these are the more noteworthy examples of larger settlements in south west Victoria, 

Robinson, and others, often mention single or multiple dwellings in close proximity. Such 

residences, often described as "permanent" or "substantial",
171

 were widely reported in south 

west Victoria. These reports range from upper Fiery Creek toward the north east of the 

Western District,
172

 to Lake Elingamite, as indicated earlier, in the east,
173

 and White Lake in 

the south west Wimmera. Robinson even observed a cupola-type residence in South 

Australia, at Mt. Burr, to the north of Mt. Gambier, "Left Sturt's accompanied by Adelaide 

police ..... Past a Native hut, made like those of Tapoc [Mt. Napier], with logs and turf."
174

 

Confirming distribution into South Australia, Gideon S. Lang, who took up squatting at 

Kentbrush on the coast west of Portland in 1842, described not only the habitations in rare 

and significant detail, but their construction as well: 

 

"The huts are generally about nine feet [2.7 m] in diameter, five feet [1.5 m] high, and in the 

shape resembling half an orange. They are built in the first place of  ... dry stiff branches ... 

the lower row set in the ground, and the rest interlaced above in the manner of a bird's nest. 

Upon this they place branches of trees, reeds, or long grass; over this they again place grass, 

turf, and above all sand if they have it, the top being rendered around and smooth like the 

Esquimaux winter hut. There is one low opening or door at one side of the hut, and in the 

opening is placed a fire. The largest of these huts I ever saw was on the Koorong [The 

Coorong], an arm of the sea behind the coast sandhills [Younghusband Peninsula], between 

Adelaide and Portland; it was fourteen feet [4.2 m] in diameter and quite eight feet [2.4 m] in 

height inside, and rose perpendicularly at the sides, and could accommodate an unusually 

large number of people."
175

 

 

Thus far a variety of habitation types have been mentioned in passing, the "tent" or "teepee" 

form from White Lake, the "beehive" and "sugarloaf" from Caramut, and the "cupola" type 

frequently identified in reports. Before attempting to elucidate the nature of these dwellings 

and others identified in the literature it is necessary to look briefly at the form referred to as 

the "sugarloaf".  The Chief Protector described one type of shelter which may have been a 

"sugarloaf", these being, "like a cupola are sometimes double and have two entrances."
176

 He 

recorded an example in his travels, at "The Great Swamp" near Mt. Napier, "a fine large 

double hut ... with two entrances."
177

 Charles Griffiths, in another reference to dwellings 

around Port Fairy and Portland, wrote in 1845: 

 

"they construct a kind of hut for the winter season, which is more durable in character. They 

do this by heaping sods and clay on top of the original mi-mi ... when they remain in one 

place for any length of time, these earths reach considerable size: I have seen one fully fifteen 

feet [4.5 m] long, and high enough for a man to stand upright in."
178
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This too could have been a "sugarloaf" type of dwelling, Griffiths's indication that it was 

"fifteen feet long" suggesting it was not circular as the other types were. Dawson, in 

discussing what appears to have been the cupola-type "family wuurn" capable of 

accommodating 12 or more people, adds that, "when the family is grown up the wuurn is 

partitioned off into apartments, each facing the fire in the centre."
179

 Although these 

descriptions are not very detailed it is possible to conclude that larger, multi-roomed 

structures were another form of habitation in the central parts of the Western District, which 

will be denoted as the "sugarloaf" type. 

 

Discussions of habitations in south west Victoria have been characterised by two approaches 

to classification. In these the habitations are categorised either according to the degree of 

permanence or the type of dwelling. Typically, in the former, just two sub-classes are created, 

"temporary" or "ephemeral", and "well-built" or "semi-permanent".
180

 Alternatively, 

dwelling-type classification simply recognises a number of different habitation exemplars. 

Williams employs this system, recognising three types of structure, the "windbreak", 

"cupola" and "weatherproof beehive".
181

 Coutts et al., however, nominate four structural 

forms as sub-types within their "semi-permanent" class - specifically the "tent", "beehive", 

"timber and turf" and the "stone wall and bark" (as found in the Condah area) types.
182

 Before 

proceeding, however, it is necessary to clarify one further issue in regard to the "beehive" 

type. The only report of a "beehive" type is found in Thomas' accounts and sketches of the 

Caramut village. Given that Thomas had never been in the districts where the more 

substantial dwellings were found, and that he took his information from a naive observer, I 

would suggest that Thomas' "beehive" is the same as the "cupola" referred to by others. 

While this cannot be proven it is a reasonable inference, especially as they are almost 

identical in construction and topology, and consequently it will be assumed that this is the 

case. This accordingly eliminates distinctions between the "cupola" and "beehive", and 

"cupola" and "timber and turf" (equivalent to the cupola), while allowing for the separate 

recognition of the "sugarloaf", also principally of "timber and turf" construction. 

 

Having clarified these matters a habitation typology is now set out below. Drawn from an 

extensive literature search and personal observation it recognises 3 classes into which 

habitation types are grouped. By and large these classes, and the order in which each 

habitation type is listed, reflects the degree of labour invested in the construction of each type 

of shelter, which also appears to be proximately correlated with the degree of permanency 

and complexity of each type of shelter. 

 

   Table 1: Classification of Habitations 

 

Temporary   - windbreak (boughs and grass or stone)
183

 

   

   - half cupola (limbs, bark, grass)
184

 

  

   - temporary cupola (limbs, bark, grass) var. stone foundations.
185

 

 

More Permanent - cupola ("substantial", timber and turf, often coated with clay, sand or

           earth)
186

 

 

- stone walled* (stone walls of at least 1 m, roofed with branches and

       bark)
187
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Complex  - sugarloaf (double cupola)
188

 

 

   - tent (enlarged cupola with central support)
189

 

 

   - stone gallery* (galleried)
190

 

 

   - stone* (all stone cupola?)
191

 

 
   * Tentative Identification 

 

The "windbreak", the "half cupola" and the "temporary cupola" are the only forms listed here 

that have not been previously discussed. Briefly, the windbreak, called "common screens" by 

Robinson, was only used when mobile and the weather warm.
192

 They may also have been 

made of stone, at least in the stony rises around Lake Purrumbete.
193

 Used as a temporary 

habitation, where only a short stay was expected, the half cupola, probably only made for one 

or two individuals, is illustrated in Plate 5. Called a "neich" or "niech" [niche] by Robinson, 

he observed, "a vast number," of "old" ones, along with, "thousands of dead eels," at the 

eastern end of Lake Bolac in April 1841.
194

 

 

 
 

Plate 5: Half Cupola Temporary Shelter 

(Wilmot Abraham - Williams 1988:Figure 6.9a) 

 

Initial identification of the temporary cupola relies upon Robinson, in his discussion of 

cupolas, stating that "some are made with boughs and grass,"
195

 and not covered with the 

usual turf and clay, a form also described by Dawson, though his account possibly conflates 

this with the half cupola.
196

 The description provided by Tommy White, that "the ordinary 

mia-mia of branches and bark was erected," on the stone circles in the Condah area,
197

 is also 

indicative of this type of shelter, except for the stones which acted as foundations or base 
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supports. Evidence of a possible relationship between this type and the ordinary, more 

permanent cupola, can be seen in a sketch Robinson made of such a residence on a mound, 

showing what may be a similar structural feature around the base. 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Cupola on Mound 

(Robinson in Clark 1998:2:243,Figure 5.11) 

 

Having outlined a classificatory framework a key question still remains as to the degree of 

permanence of the shelters listed as "More Permanent" and "Complex". The answer is partly 

dependent upon further analysis of the historical ethnographic evidence but is also intimately 

related to the question of sedentism. Before addressing these issues, however, and to obtain 

other necessary insights, the distribution of such abodes across the landscape, the settlement 

pattern, must firstly be examined. 

 

The Settlement Pattern 

 

The Robinson journals are a rare historical ethnographic resource containing, as they do, 

observations by an experienced individual focussed on Aboriginal populations over large 

areas for a number of years. Historical ethnographic information often consists of single 

accounts relating to a single group in a single location at a specific point in time, and is 

consequently of limited value in establishing broader regional patterns, even when 

consolidated and cross-referenced.
198

 While Robinson's journals are still far from ideal,
199

 

they are almost unique in providing frequent comments on the locations where habitations 

were situated. Recall, for example, the passage quoted earlier, when Robinson was in the 

Spring Creek/McArthur Creek locality: 

 

"Passed by a rivulet ... where there is a spring of excellent water which runs in the driest 

season. The natives are deprived of this. At the springs and water courses the natives had 

their fixed residence or villages or homesteads."
200

  

 

On a number of occasions Robinson made comments such as this, the, "whole village, 

therefore, has been forced away from their ancient pool,"
201

 being a case in point.  Other 

indicative descriptions of "fixed residences" or "homesteads" were provided by Robinson 

relating to the mounds commonly found in this region. Near the Hopkins River he recorded: 
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"we saw a large mound of earth at least four feet high and 10 feet long, five wide. My native 

companion said it was a black man's house, a large one like what [sic - white] man's house ... 

it appeared the whole had been burnt down. A short distance from this, about 200 yards, was 

the remains of another hut of similar description."
202

 

 

Whereas these "houses" had been on mounds Robinson described another setting where he 

encountered, near an outstation of "The Grange", "the frame of a small native hut; made very 

substantial and neat and placed on the slope or declivity of a hill with an oven [mound] at the 

back."
203

 In the end Robinson concluded: 

 

"Some [wuurns] were placed near the river, others on aclivity of the hills and some on the top 

of an eminence. One on top of an eminence was erected on a mound of earth thus: [Figure 

8]"
204

 

 

In general terms Dawson concurred with Robinson's earlier assessment, associating 

habitations with watercourses  and sources, but included certain swamps as well: 

 

"These comfortable and healthy habitations are occupied by the owners of the land in the 

neighbourhood, and are situated on dry spots on the bank of a lake, stream, or healthy 

swamp, but never near a malarious swamp, nor under large trees,"
205

 

 

A more extensive and systematic analysis of settlement locations by Lourandos also showed 

a strong link with wetlands, with a preference for siting in woodlands.
206

 On this basis, and 

with the historical ethnographic evidence in mind, I would conclude that habitations and 

settlements were normally located in close proximity to watercourses, water-bodies, water 

sources and wetlands. Every example cited thus far, where the location is known, conforms to 

this pattern. Within those parameters there also is some evidence for a preference, in terms of 

siting, for woodlands and higher ground or vantage points, "eminences" as Robinson called 

them. Both the Caramut and Eumeralla villages exhibited this latter preference, occupying 

favourable defensive positions.
207

 Interestingly this distribution pattern is virtually identical 

to that for mounds. Mounds cluster along major drainage systems close to streams, lakes, 

lagoons and swampy areas subject to flooding, and are found in places where there is good 

vantage, often just inside the timber line.
208

 While Bird and Frankel claim that mound, 

"clustering cannot be construed as evidence of large-scale settlements or sedentism,"
209

 a 

claim that may be flawed,
210

 this does not preclude a correlation between mounds and 

habitation and settlement locations. A correlation such as this would not be surprising given 

the archaeological and ethnographic indications that mounds were used as habitation and 

camping sites, activity areas, for cooking, and for burials.
211

 Clearly there is some sort of 

association between mounds and residential activities.
212

 Even if the mounds themselves were 

only infrequently used as habitation sites the association still holds. 

 

Numerous examples of single residences have been pointed out in passing in this paper, as 

have some multiple dwelling encampments. Other settlements have also been characterised as 

villages. Robinson, as noted earlier, appeared to indicate some sort of settlement hierarchy in 

this array of habitations when he referred to, "their fixed residence or villages or 

homesteads." But in reporting the Eumeralla village he rather enigmatically described it as "a 

sort of a village." And what are we to make of the "20 well built worns or native huts," he 

passed on his way from "The Grange" to Mt. Napier, which do not seem to have been in 

clusters but were strung out along the way. Any settlement typology must account for not 

only the more common settlement types but the less common as well. Williams approached 
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the problem by attempting to classify the encampments found in south west Victoria in terms 

of 3 categories : 1) 6 huts or less, 2) more than 6 huts, and 3) 20 or more huts or hearth fires, 

concluding that "single huts were the most common settlement unit."
213

 Each of these 

categories had an assigned level of population (>24-42;28-140;80-200), although there was 

some overlap between categories. As Williams was unable to arrive at a valid archaeological 

method for determining settlement population size these categories were based on the sort of 

observational evidence documented in this paper, despite its recognised limitations, and 

arbitrary numerical groupings, her "continuous" and "discontinuous" distributions in hut 

clusterings.
214

 Categories were then related to multiples of family units, bands and supra-

bands. However, while this classification may well reflect the social organisation of 

populations in south west Victoria, it is difficult to validate as a settlement typology. This is 

because of it depends upon the determination of a correspondence between settlement units 

and social units, as well as the relationships within corresponding social groups. Furthermore, 

it does not appear to satisfactorily account for all the disparate examples of the settlement 

pattern alluded to thus far.  

 

Accepting that an arbitrary element is unavoidable in settlement typologies, the modern 

distinction in population terms between "villages", "towns" and "cities" being a simple 

illustration of this, I propose instead to draw on a cross-cultural study of rural settlement 

fixation. It has been argued that the people of south west Victoria were "complex hunter-

gatherers",
215

 that is, hunter-gatherers exhibiting a degree of sedentism.
216

 Many examples 

have been identified around the world including the late Natufian and early Neolithic of south 

west Asia, and Jomon Japan, in prehistory, with the Pacific Northwest Coast of North 

America and the Calusa of Florida being historic examples.
217

 Such societies exhibited many 

of the settlement characteristics associated with simple agricultural societies.
218

 Therefore, I 

propose to employ a modified form of Grossman's classification of the "lower limb" of the 

rural settlement hierarchy,
219

 applying it to structures identified previously as "More 

Permanent" or "Complex". This classification, which may provide the "best fit" for the 

available evidence, is as follows:    

 

Homesteads:   Single structures occupied by twenty persons or less at least

    one kilometre from any other structure 

 

Lodges:   Single structures occupied by twenty to forty persons at least

    one kilometre from any other structure 

 

Dispersed Settlements: Non-contiguous structures, or contiguous clusters of structures

    with less than forty persons, placed at least 150 metres apart

    but closer than one kilometre 

 

Hamlets:   Contiguous structures having forty to one hundred persons 

 

Villages:   Contiguous structures having more than one hundred persons 

 

In terms of where particular examples fit within this framework, the cupola would appear to 

be the classic "Homestead" structure typified by the, "hut; made very substantial and neat and 

placed on the slope or declivity of a hill with an oven at the back."
220

 Mound 5 in the 

McArthur Creek cluster may have been another, rather than the village surmised by Williams. 

"Lodges" include solitary structures with populations approaching hamlet size, such as the 

White Lake "tent" and sequestered sugarloaf/double cupola residences of larger dimensions 
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described by Robinson, Griffiths and Lang. "Dispersed Settlements" were also a feature of 

settlement in south west Victoria. Habitations, and mounds, it will be recalled, were often 

found on the banks of watercourses and the margins of water bodies, sources and swamps. 

These structures appear to have been spaced out, possibly clustering at favourable locations 

such as the convergence of two water courses, or at a swamp close to a river.  Robinson's "20 

well built native worns or huts", probably fringing the "Great Swamp" on the north east of 

Mt. Napier,
221

 could be an example, the two mounds near the Hopkins River, 200 yards apart, 

their residences burnt down, could be another. On Spring Creek, Whitehead's report that there 

had been, "a large number of huts on the river when they first came,"
222

 may also allude to a 

dispersed settlement. More significantly, this may be what Robinson meant when he 

described the Eumeralla village as a "sort of a village". Here habitations are found at the 

edges of the stony rises within reach of Gorrie Swamp and the Eumeralla River. As the 

terrain would have made concentrated settlement difficult anyway I would suggest that 

structures were strung out along the edges of the stony rises, forming clusters, such as I 

observed, at more favourable locations, and outliers like Williams' Gorrie Swamp Hut site. 

Presumably the densest concentration of habitations, and population, was to be found on the 

stony point, the "apex" of the margins of the stony rises and a favourable location in terms of 

resource access and defence. This contention remains to be tested however. 

 

Examples of "Hamlets" and "Villages" have also been mentioned in passing. The settlement 

at Lake Elingamite, of 9 huts housing 7 to 8 adults, with an adult population of 60 to 70 

would represent a "hamlet". If the same level of occupancy was applied to the 20 to 30 

"beehive or sugarloaf" residences at the Caramut settlement then this "village" would have 

had a population somewhere between 140 and 240.
223

  

 

Direct validation of this settlement hierarchy is not possible without more extensive regional 

archaeological studies being carried out. The limitations of previous work has been discussed, 

although the post-settlement refuge habitations in the Condah area may still reflect the 

traditional settlement pattern to some degree.
224

 However, a survey of a large sample of 

mounds (207) by Coutts et al. may provide indirect validation of the proposed settlement 

hierarchy. In this survey data was presented in histogrammatic form, representing various 

mound parameters.
225

 When the number of mounds within a 1 km radius (Figure 9) is 

considered a tri-modal distribution is apparent.  

 
Figure 9: No. of Mounds Within a 1 km Radius 

(Coutts et al. 1976:Figure 3) 
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Given the relationship between habitations and mounds postulated before, I would suggest 

that the largest grouping of 1-3 mounds is indicative of the smaller sites, the "Homesteads", 

"Lodges" and "Dispersed Settlements", while the other two peaks, 5-7 and 9, may represent 

larger types of settlements, possibly "Hamlets" and "Villages". Although speculative, support 

for this proposal can be found in the data on mound diameters and volumes which also show 

a tri-modal distribution.
226

 But, as already stated, further investigations are required to 

validate this and the hypothetical settlement pattern generally. 

 

Sedentism 

 

Sedentism, where groups, or a proportion of the population, "stay in one place all year round" 

or "at least for a greater part of the year,"
227

 is a complex concept, and difficult to diagnose 

when those groups or populations no longer follow their traditional patterns of existence. 

Engendered in this concept are a number of dependent variables that give meaning to the 

notion, variables such as the degree of permanence of habitations, the length of time people 

live in one location in their habitations, the proportion of the population living in such 

circumstances, the frequency with which people move and even how far they move. In 

addition, the degree of sedentism and the mobility pattern of particular groups is inextricably 

linked to their mode of subsistence or food production.
228

 All these issues need to be 

addressed in order to understand and assess the degree of sedentism in south west Victoria. 

 

A variety of archaeological methods for directly determining the degree of sedentism have 

been proposed and tested. Analysis of floral and faunal remains at a site to establish the 

number of seasons, and hence the annual duration of occupation, is possibly the most 

frequently employed method.
229

 The presence of commensals (mice, house wrens) is another 

sign of a high degree of residential permanency.
230

 Other correlates of sedentism are 

settlement size,
231

 permanency of the dwellings,
232

 separation distance between structures 

(less than the dimensions of the structures in a settlement),
233

 artifact density,
234

 debris 

distribution,
235

 and specialised lithic assemblages.
236

 Indicators of sedentism include thick 

cultural deposits,
237

 pottery,
238

 heavy artifacts,
239

 storage facilities,
240

 communal structures 

(such as kivas and mounds), communal extractive facilities (such as fish traps),
241

 and 

cemeteries.
242

 

 

Attempts to establish the degree of sedentism by building up a floral and faunal inventory 

have largely been unsuccessful in south west Victoria. Wesson employed faunal evidence as 

part of her site assessment of the Kinghorn and Allambie sites, showing occupation had only 

been of short duration.
243

 However, when Williams undertook this form of analysis at 

McArthur Creek, with a view to using palynology to provide an element of the floral 

evidence, she was unsuccessful, high soil acidity also destroying all other floral evidence and 

most of the faunal evidence.
244

 Similarly Williams was confounded by high soil acidity (pH 

3.5) in her efforts to determine the seasonality of occupation at Gorrie Swamp Hut.
245

 High 

soil acidity is a general problem in south west Victorian sites and most organic remains 

rapidly decompose and disintegrate.
246

 Consequently, some animal bones, human remains, 

charred wood, emu eggshells and mussel shells were the only organic material recovered 

from the six mounds investigated by Coutts and Witter.
247

 

 

As no commensals have been detected in south west Victoria, settlement size and dwelling 

permanency represent the most readily identifiable correlates of sedentism in that region. 

However, settlement size is difficult to determine on archaeological evidence alone, 
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principally because of the problem of determining the contemporaneity of habitations.
248

 

While attempts have been made to correlate parameters such as the area of the whole 

settlement, or that occupied by the dwellings, with the population level no accepted method 

has been found.
249

 Consequently, in many instances sedentism is simply assumed on the basis 

of a large settlement area.
250

 But the shortcomings in the archaeological investigations of 

villages in south west Victoria, outlined earlier, mean that even this approach is not viable at 

present. All we are left with are the historical ethnographic reports of sizable villages. 

 

Permanent habitations do not necessarily equate with sedentism but with a greater degree of 

sedentism or "low (or no) residential mobility."
251

 Cross-cultural studies show that 

permanency is related to the degree of labour invested in the erection of habitations,
252

 that 

"sedentary people build more substantial houses than non-sedentary people."
253

 Presumably 

this was intuitively recognised by the historical ethnographers who referred to residences as 

being, "very superior construction", "very substantial", "well constructed", "well built" or 

"permanent",
254

 and is the reason they concluded that the larger settlements were "villages" 

and the like. Although no studies have been carried out regarding the relative amount of 

labour invested in dwellings in south west Victoria compared to elsewhere, clearly there was 

considerable effort put in to the erection of these accommodations. This is readily apparent in 

Mitchell's and Stapylton's accounts from White Lake, Robinson's and Dawson's descriptions 

of the construction of the cupolas,
255

 Griffiths' reportage of the growth of the "sugarloaf" and 

Lang's record of the building of a large cupola on the Coorong.  

 

The solidity of structures, usually with stone walls, has also been used in some contexts as 

sufficient grounds for assuming permanency of dwellings and being indicative of 

sedentism.
256

 However, while certainly suggesting the possibility that the inhabitants were 

sedentary, the dangers in this assumption were demonstrated in regard to the stone circle 

structures from the Condah area, some of which had "walls" up to 75 cm high.
257

 So it is 

unsafe to conclude on this basis alone that the stone-walled dwellings at Gorrie Swamp Hut 

and Eumeralla village were necessarily permanent and that their residents were sedentary. 

Further supporting evidence is required. Certain attributes of dwellings which have been 

associated with sedentism may provide some of that evidence. Permanent settlement is 

indicated, according to Clemens, when the separation distance between structures is less than 

the dimensions of the structures themselves.
258

 In this case the dwellings at Gorrie Swamp 

Hut would seem to be permanent, having common walls of minimal separation distance when 

the dwellings were 2 to 3 m across.
259

 Another correlate of sedentism is the presence of 

partitioned and multi-roomed habitations.
260

 Again the galleried arrangement of the structures 

I observed in the vicinity of the Eumeralla village [Plate 3] fit this criterion.  

 

When applied to ethnographically observed residences a number of examples can be found of 

partitioned or multi-roomed habitations. Robinson's double cupola would seem to fit the 

description of a multi-roomed dwelling and partitioning was another feature reported by 

Dawson. Furthermore, according to Rafferty, as populations become more sedentary the 

shape of the dwellings also changes, usually from being circular to more rectangular.
261

 Here 

the testimony of Lang is most instructive as he specifically stated that the walls of the largest 

structure he witnessed "rose perpendicularly at the sides." This observation has added 

significance as there appears to be a time lag between "the advent of sedentariness and the 

change in the house shape",
262

 indicating some time depth in the putative sedentism of the 

region. 
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Some of the other indicators of sedentism, such as artifact density, debris distribution, 

specialised lithic assemblages, heavy artifacts, pottery and storage facilities,
263

 are either not 

applicable in south west Victoria, have not been identified, there is insufficient evidence to 

test them, or the appropriate systematic analysis has not been undertaken. For the remaining 

indicators, communal structures (such as kivas and mounds), extractive facilities (such as fish 

traps), cemeteries and thick cultural deposits, relevant evidence is available. Mounds, 

discussed earlier, are certainly present in this area. Those in south west Victoria are more 

common and larger than in central Victoria,
264

 some reaching heights of 6.1 m.
265

 "Lodges" 

may fall within the rubric of communal structures as well. Special-purpose extractive 

facilities, located further away than they are in non-sedentary settlements, were common in 

south west Victoria. Fish traps have already been mentioned, variously described as "dams" 

at Caramut, "stone and wooden weirs" near Eumeralla village and large numbers of "woven 

fences" on lower Muston's Creek. One on the Moyne River was 60 m [200 ft.] long and 

another on a tributary of the Hopkins River was 90 m [100 yds.].
266

 In this instance the Lake 

Condah fish trap system is particularly relevant if, as Clarke suggests, it was accessed by 

people based elsewhere. Other types of specialised extractive facilities were evident too, 

fishing platforms being a case in point. These are what McCann referred to as "the great 

number of bridges along the waterholes" on lower Muston's Creek, other examples being 

observed by Robinson.
267

 In reference to another type of extractive facility Sievwright 

commented that, in returning to Hunter's following his and Robinson's visit to the Eumeralla 

village, they had, "passed many native snares on a very large scale for kangaroos, birds, 

etc."
268

 

 

Burial in mounds appears to have had a long history and been a common occurrence, three of 

the six mounds investigated by Coutts and Witter, for example, each containing three 

graves.
269

 Historical ethnographic evidence, however, indicates mortuary customs were quite 

complex, with mound interments in the form of considerate burial only occurring in particular 

circumstances, though still continuing even after a mound had been abandoned.
270

 The 

question as to whether these constitute cemeteries is difficult to answer. Cemeteries, 

according to Pardoe, "are found where large groups and permanent but finite resources 

coincide."
271

 This may well describe the situation in parts of south west Victoria but more 

specific defining criteria developed by Pardoe encompass: 

 

1) the number of burials (multiple burials, though no absolute figure is required) 

2) contiguity (burials are adjacent and non-random) 

3) boundedness (burials in an overall or bounded area) 

4) exclusivity (not a repeated use living area)
272

 

 

Mound burials could be interpreted as possibly fitting the first three of these criteria, but with 

limited archaeological and historical ethnographic evidence the degree of contiguity is rather 

uncertain. Further uncertainty pertains to the fourth criterion which depends to some extent 

on the degree of sedentism, the very factor we are trying to determine, and the usual mobility 

pattern of local groups in the area. Consequently, without further information, it is not 

possible arrive at a definitive conclusion in regard to the identification of cemeteries as 

indicators of sedentism in south west Victoria. 

 

Lastly, mounds may be treated as being within the ambit of "thick cultural deposits" 

considering their association with occupational and residential activities. Given that a lack of 

significant cultural deposition was used as an argument to demonstrate only brief occupancy 

of the stone circle abodes in the Condah area, so the converse, the "thickness" (height) of 
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mounds may be taken as an indication of the degree of residential permanency. While the 

process of mound formation has still not been fully elucidated they are undoubtedly a product 

of the traditional indigenous culture of south west Victoria, evolving over the last 2,500 

years.
273

 They appear to have been a complex phenomenon possibly involving the deliberate 

construction of the basal layers and/or accretion through everyday occupational, residential 

and subsistence activities, and perhaps the accumulation of habitation remains.
274

 The rate at 

which mounds accumulated could, therefore, be an indication of the degree of sedentism of 

the people "building" them.
275

  Beginning with an examination of the Coutts and Witter's six 

mound sample,
276

 it was noted that their average height was 47.5 cm., ranging from 20 cm to 

100 cm. Basal dates ranged from 820 BP to 2350 BP, averaging 1232 BP.
277

 As there is a 

lack of terminal dates the duration of the depositional period is unknown. However, if it is 

simply assumed these mounds were in continuous use up until 1845, then they accreted at an 

average rate of 0.39 mm per annum, though the rate varied considerably between mounds, 

from 0.15 mm per annum (C/2) to 1.17 mm p.a. (CH/1). Overall the assumption of 

continuous use until 1845 would understate the average rate of deposition if activity on or 

around some of the mounds had in fact ceased earlier. Mound destruction, erosion and 

deflation processes since 1845 may also cause a significant underestimation of the accretional 

rate. A recent re-examination (1982) of four mounds measured in the 19th century shows 

they had been reduced, on average, to one quarter of their original height.
278

 If this is allowed 

for, the corrected average deposition rate reaches 1.56 mm p.a., with mounds such as CH/1 

possibly accumulating at 4.68 mm p.a. Limited verification of such deposition rates is 

achievable by comparison with mounds in other locales, Mound 5 at McArthur Creek and the 

6.1 m [20 ft.] mound near Mt. Elephant, noted earlier, being particular examples. We know 

the terminal date for Mound 5 because the hut remnants found in the top layer were found to 

be "modern" by radiocarbon dating. Consequently the period of deposition and depth is 

known, 790 years and 20 cm, giving a rate of 0.25 mm p.a. But the larger mound, assuming it 

dates from 2500 BP, grew at a rate of 2.44 mm p.a., faster if it commenced later. Quite 

possibly the size of the mound is a reflection of intensivity of use and occupation, and hence 

the degree of sedentism. Some support for this can be found in the Coutts and Witter six 

mound sample, the two highest mounds (CH/1,KP/1) having a much greater accretion rate 

than the others, but the sample is much too small, with many uncertainties, to be statistically 

valid. 

 

How Sedentary? 

 

Having established the mound-accretion methodology as a means of ascertaining the degree 

of sedentism in south west Victoria, without some "yardstick" the interpretation of the 

resultant rates remains an open question. To provide a basis for comparison consider the 

Syro-Palestinian Neolithic site of Tell Aswad. Occupied between 8000 and 6500 BC, the 

people here left no solid architecture, probably living in wattle and daub huts.
279

 The 

maximum depth of the archaeological deposits left by them over a period of 1500 years was 

4.50 m.
280

 This translates as an accretion rate of 3.00 mm p.a. When compared to Victorian 

mound sites clearly some of the accretion rates there approach this figure, indicating a high 

degree of sedentism in at least parts of the region. Further investigations, of course, are 

needed to validate this conclusion, preferably incorporating additional and more precise data 

based on established date ranges. 

 

But other methods for determining the degree of sedentism have been applied in south west 

Victoria, Williams unsuccessful employment of Clemens methodology at Caramut one which 

has already been discussed. Wesson developed a novel methodology based on dwelling 
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orientation and wind direction which she utilised at the Kinghorn and Allambie sites. Noting 

that the entrances of the vast majority of the shelters at these sites faced between north and 

east, protecting the occupants from south westerly winds which prevailed in November and 

December, she concluded that those shelters were only occupied in that period.
281

 However 

Wesson's analysis may well be based on an erroneous assumption, that protection from winds 

from that direction was a major factor in hut orientation there, as Dawson states the entrance 

of such habitations, "generally faces the morning sun or a sheltering rock."
282

 

 

Radiocarbon dating of the occupation floor debris and the remains of dwellings, especially 

those of more durable construction, could potentially provide an indication of the length of 

time they, and any associated settlement, were occupied, and by extension the degree of 

sedentism. Such dating was employed in establishing that the Condah encampments were of 

post-contact vintage. Similarly a "modern" dating of the hut remains found in uppermost 

level of Mound 5 at McArthur Creek presents unequivocal evidence that this residence was 

only briefly occupied. With one of the dates from Gorrie Swamp Hut, just at the left of the 

entrance, also being "modern" Bird and Frankel justifiably claimed that no case had been 

made for the construction of permanent dwellings in the pre-contact period. But in light of 

earlier arguments regarding cultural deposits it may be productive to reconsider the dating of 

Gorrie Swamp Hut, illustrated below. 

 

 
 

Plate 6: Gorrie Swamp Hut site after excavation 

(Williams 1988:Figure 7.4a) 

 

The second date Williams obtained, 380 + 150 BP [1570 AD + 150 years], was from the 10-

20 cm interval in the excavation of the cultural deposits in the hut floor.
283

 By ignoring the 

dating uncertainties for the moment and assuming Gorrie Swamp Hut was abandoned in 

1845, and that the sample came from the mid-point in the interval (15 cm), an accretion rate 

of 0.55 mm p.a. would result. If this rate were applied to the full depth of deposition in the 

floor of Gorrie Swamp Hut, 25 cm,
284

 then it can be concluded occupation began at Gorrie 

Swamp Hut around 1386 AD. These figures imply Gorrie Swamp Hut was a permanent 

residence but that occupation was not necessarily sedentary, though accretion processes 
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within a hut may have been different from those on mounds. Even if it were assumed the 

accretion rate was 3.00 mm p.a., a sedentary rate, then we would be forced to conclude 

occupation began at Gorrie Swamp Hut in 1762 AD. But, following analysis of the lithics and 

debitage from Gorrie Swamp Hut, Williams tentatively concluded that this site was used to 

"repair tools" and was not continuously occupied, that "the main living areas of the cluster 

were located in other dwellings."
285

 In summary Gorrie Swamp Hut, while probably a 

permanent pre-contact residence, was only occupied at particular times or seasons and the 

residents were, therefore, not fully sedentary. Further insight is required, however, to place 

Gorrie Swamp Hut properly in context. 

 

Returning to the historical ethnographic evidence for some of this insight, it has been claimed 

that in respect of settlements this evidence lacks validity, firstly because there were no 

sustained observations of settlements, that is, over a period of time, and secondly because the 

observed groups never described or categorised their own settlements.
286

 In the first instance 

there are, in fact sustained observations. References to the Eumeralla village, for example, 

extend over a period of at least 2 years, from the first attack on Hunter's early in 1842 to the 

"Eumeralla War" in 1844. If Fyans account of the confrontation with the 150 warriors is 

included then the period is extended to 5 years. Likewise, the village near Port Fairy was 

initially recorded as such by Robinson in April 1841 and was still there in March 1842. Both 

these items point to settlements being permanent. As for local groups' alleged failure to 

describe their own settlements, again this is not borne out by the evidence. Earlier, attention 

was drawn to a statement from one of Robinson's informants who insisted that the remnants 

on a mound had been, "a black man's house, a large one like what [sic - white] man's house." 

What exactly was meant by the comment, whether the residence was similar in terms of being 

large, permanent or constantly occupied, is open to interpretation, but the fact remains here a 

resident was describing in some way his mode of habitation. Dawson was another who 

endeavoured to transmit commentary on habitations and settlements derived principally from 

those who had lived in these in traditional circumstances. It is even possible to name some of 

the individual Gundidjmara and Girai Wurrung informants, in particular Kaawirn 

Kuunawarn, Weeratt Kuyuut, Yarruun Parpurn Tarneen and Wombeet Tuulawarn.
287

 

Regarding the times and duration of occupation a number of facets were communicated by 

Dawson's advisers. According to them, as understood by Dawson, permanent habitations 

were built on mounds which, "formed homes for many generations."
288

 These were rebuilt on 

the same spot in the event of their destruction by fire.
289

 The inhabitants did, however, 

"abandon them for a season in search of a variety of food."
290

 It was at that time, "in summer, 

or for shelter while travelling,"
291

 that the more temporary forms of accommodation were 

utilised. Summer was also the period in which the "Great Meetings" were held, such as the 

one at the marsh at Mirraewuae which Dawson calculated was attended by 2500 people.
292

 

Presumably it was in the season where food was being sought elsewhere that, Dawson relates, 

for "a month or two the banks of the Salt Creek presented the appearance of a village all the 

way from Tuureen Tureen, the outlet of the lake [Bolac], to its junction with the Hopkins."
293

 

Here Robinson had actually observed on 1 April 1841, "a vast number of old native 

encampments and huts; .....The native huts were like those on the west coast [of Tasmania], 

in the form of a neich [temporary half cupola],"
294

 as well as, "thousands of dead eels." At 

Lake Bolac, Robinson reported, "during the eeling season [January to March], from eight 

hundred to one thousand Natives at one time have been seen."
295

 

 

Other sources both contradict and to some extent corroborate the evidence of a high degree of 

sedentism. Westgarth, it will be recalled claimed, in regard to the Eumeralla village that: 
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"The aborigines generally encamped there during a portion of the year, for the purpose of 

fishing, with occasional rambling over the neighbouring country. Mount Eeles [Eccles], an 

adjoining volcanic hill, with a large and romantic crater, appears to have been a favourite 

resort, their repeated visits having worn a distinct track to the summit."
296

 

 

Griffiths appears to provide supporting evidence, but states that the permanent sod and clay 

huts were just, "for the winter season." Nonetheless he goes on to say, "when they remain in 

one place for any length of time these earths reach to a considerable size,"
297

 implying 

occupation extended beyond the winter season. In describing the White Lake structure, 

Mitchell concluded that the "place seemed to have been used for years, as a casual 

habitation."
298

 From his account it seems it was inhabited at the time of the expedition's visit, 

in mid-winter, though the residents had obviously hastily absented themselves prior to the 

Mitchell's approach.
299

 But this highlights a problem with the evidence employed in arguing 

for a higher degree of sedentism, the frequency with which the more substantial residence 

were unoccupied at the time they were seen.
300

 White Lake is an example, but only 3 of 13 

cupolas near Mt Napier had been occupied, Robinson wrote, "a day or two previous to my 

visit." Similarly the 9 cupolas at Lake Elingamite were "deserted". Unfortunately it is 

difficult to account for specific instances with little or no information. Unless the occupiers 

were fully sedentary then they would inevitably be absent at certain times. Disruption and 

dislocation may have also been a factor even in the very early contact period, examples have 

already been mentioned in passing. Another factor could have simply been the close approach 

of Europeans, seen as a potential threat. Mitchell's reception at White Lake is an illustration 

of this. At the Eumeralla village neither Fyans in 1842 nor Westgarth in 1844 encountered 

any of the occupiers and Robinson was initially accorded the same reception as well, though 

these visits were while the "Eumeralla War" was in progress.
301

 Evidence given to a 

Victorian Legislative Council Select Committee in 1858-9 has also been cited,
302

 as 

indicating habitations were not permanent, that occupation was no longer than 4 to 7 days at a 

time, and camps did not exceed 4 or 5 huts.
303

 However this evidence appears to refer 

primarily to the post-contact period when the Aboriginal population had been decimated and 

the traditional settlement pattern was rapidly breaking down.
304

 Nevertheless Manifold on the 

Merri River claimed in 1853: 

 

"I could never perceive that they became in any way attached to a particular spot, or 

attempted to construct a dwelling having any greater claim to permanency than the common 

mia-mia."
305

 

 

Judgements such as this, running counter to a considerable body of contrary evidence, cannot 

be specifically refuted. Probably it refers to the post-contact period, perhaps there is another 

explanation. Ultimately all the evidence must be weighed so as to arrive at a balanced and 

coherent reconstruction of Aboriginal settlement in south west Victoria. Given the volume 

and complexities of that evidence the task of finally determining the degree of sedentism, not 

surprisingly, presents a number of difficulties. One of these difficulties, I believe, lies with 

the classification of sendentism and nomadism, with terms such as "semi-sedentary", "semi-

nomadic" and "seasonal nomadism" being bandied about. The most frequently cited 

classification of nomadism and sedentism derives from the work of Murdock and his 

collaborators.
306

 This classification provides 5 categories for populations to be fully nomadic, 

semi-nomadic, semi-sedentary, sedentary but impermanent, and sedentary and permanent.
307

 

None of the more permanent settlements in south west Victoria appear to fit into this 

classification as the categories are defined. Semi-nomadic communities, according to 

Murdock and Wilson, occupy "temporary camps for much of the year," but aggregate, "in a 
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fixed settlement at some season or seasons of the year."
308

 Alternative categories such as 

"rotating settlements" and "semi-sedentary settlements", "occupied throughout the year,"
309

 

do not appear to be appropriate either. Separate research has cast doubt upon the validity of 

this system of classification, instancing its inadequacy, ambiguity and semantic 

shortcomings.
310

 Instead the concept of seasonal sedentism may provide the basis for a 

sounder framework in which south west Victorian settlements may be placed in terms of their 

degree of sedentism.  

 

Seasonal sedentism, as the term implies, involves people being sedentary for a particular 

season, according to their definition and delineation of seasons. Seasonal sedentism has been 

quite common in traditional Australian lifestyles, even in the most arid areas. For example the 

Gugadja normally retreat to a waterhole or reliable water source during the later dry season, 

the food sources in the surrounding area having been systematically conserved for this period, 

and become sedentary until the rains come.
311

 Multi-season sedentism, where sedentism 

extends beyond one season, is not so common and seemingly arises where there are rich, 

often multiple, food resources and/or the possession of some advantage(s) enabling a higher 

production and extraction efficiency of existing natural resources.
312

 Naturally if occupation 

continues for all the seasons of the year then those people might be considered to be fully 

sedentary. In terms of south west Victoria I would propose that multi-season sedentism was 

in evidence at the time British colonists began to permanently penetrate and occupy the 

region. Various lines of evidence clearly point to substantial and permanent habitations being 

used throughout winter, probably longer, as movement away from these habitations appears 

to have only taken place at certain times.
313

 Presumably this is what Westgarth was trying to 

convey when he asserted that the residents of the Eumeralla village remained there, "during a 

portion of the year, for the purpose of fishing, with occasional rambling over the 

neighbouring country." According to Dawson resident populations became mobile for a time 

in summer, to attend the "Great Meetings", and in early autumn when the eels were migrating 

back to the sea, Dawson's "season in search of a variety of food." Consequently at the 

Eumeralla village the inhabitants, as would be expected, appear to have been in residence in 

early January when "Eumeralla" was first attacked, later March when Robinson visited, June 

when Westgarth came, August when further attacks took place and October for Fyans. But to 

fully understand how this multi-season sedentism was possible, and to place it in context, a 

cursory examination of some of the pertinent evidence regarding the means of subsistence 

and the mobility pattern is required. Before doing this, however, a brief excursion to consider 

comparable sites and developments elsewhere would assist in putting south west Victorian 

settlements in some sort of perspective. 

 

Reports of villages and permanent habitations in Australia are not just restricted to south west 

Victoria. Mitchell, for example, reported a village on the Darling, "in which the huts were of 

a very strong and permanent construction."
314

 Likewise, Grey reported at least 3 villages, one 

with a populations of 150, in the Victoria District on the west coast of Western Australia in 

1839.
315

 These villages consisted of substantial, permanent, clay-daubed dwellings capable of 

holding 10-12 people, the populations exhibiting some degree of sedentism.
316

 In a global 

context developments in south west Victoria are comparable to some of the Natufian and Pre-

Pottery Neolithic A (PPNA) sites in south west Asia, and Early Formative ones in 

Mesoamerica. Most of the south west Asian Natufian sites, as well as PPNA Jericho, Hatoula 

2 and Netiv Hagdud, were not fully sedentary but exhibited multi-season sedentism.
317

 

Single-roomed circular or oval dwellings with dimensions of 3 to 8 m were the norm in the 

PPNA period, partitioning only being evident at Jericho, with its "beehive shape" rooms, 

Mureybet II, and in one residence at Netiv Hagdud.
318

 Walls, where the remains of permanent 
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habitations survive, were quite low, only 40 cm high at Gilgal I, where they served as a 

framework for "huts or tents."
319

 Even at Netiv Hagdud the maximum height of the walls "of 

cobbles and coated with mud" was only 80 cm.
320

 These walls were sometimes supported by 

wooden posts and the habitation roofed with "some sort of mud mixture."
321

 PPNA sites 

mostly only covered areas of 1000-3000 sq. m, with settlements such as Nahal Oren, 

consisting of 15 semi-subterranean houses, occupying an area of 1000-2000 sq. m.
322

 To 

provide a basis for direct comparison particular examples of some of these structures and 

sites, from Netiv Hagdud and Pre-Pottery Neolithic B (PPNB) Nahal Oren, are illustrated in 

Plates 7 and 8 below: 
 

 
 

Plate 7: View of the Western Sector, House Loc. 55, Netiv Hagdud [Bar = 1 m] 

(Bar-Yosef et al. 1991:Figure 5) 
 

 
 

Plate 8: Photo of PPNB House R600, Nahal Oren 

(Noy et al. 1973:PlateIV) 
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Comparing settlement populations is difficult because the problem of determining the 

contemporaneous resident population at prehistoric sites in other parts of the world has been 

as intractable as it has been in south west Victoria. Nevertheless, in the Early Formative of 

Mesoamerica, when farming had commenced in the Valleys of Mexico and Oaxaca, village 

populations have been estimated to be in the range of 80-200.
323

 The population estimates for 

the Caramut village, ranging from 80 to 240, are comparable to this. Overall, although the 

significant sites and settlements in south west Victoria may not be directly equivalent to those 

in other parts of the world, they are, nevertheless, highly analogous. And while the 

subsistence base was not agricultural it should be noted that hunting remained an "essential 

food resource", at places such as PPNB Netiv Hagdud and PPNB-Neolithic Ras Sharma, long 

after the first wild, and then domesticated, crops began to be grown.
324

 Just how the 

populations of south west Victoria supported themselves in their multi-season sedentary 

settlements is also highly relevant and is considered next. 

 

Subsistence and Mobility 

 

Mobility is a factor when populations do not derive all their subsistence in one location. 

People, from those who are "nomadic" to those who are less than fully sedentary, become 

mobile at some point to ensure their subsistence needs are met. Even in modern, "high-tech", 

societies, where full sedentism is the norm, some groups, such as shearers or fisherfolk, may 

adopt mobile strategies to earn their living. In regard to populations that are less than fully 

sedentary, where mobility is, or was, an integral part of subsistence strategies, different 

mobility patterns have been observed.
325

 Hunter-gatherers who are normally highly mobile, 

camping for a day or two up to several weeks in one location before moving relatively large 

distances to the next camp, exhibit "point-to-point" mobility.
326

 Where territories are more 

circumscribed, typically in better-watered areas in Australia, "tethered" or "embedded" 

mobility may feature, distinguished by an annual cycle of repeated visitations and camping at 

the same sites, often for a season or more, within more rigidly defined, smaller territories.
327

 

This contrasts with desert areas where traditionally territories were larger, territoriality was 

not so rigid and movement was more fluid, an adaption to the patchiness of resources in such 

an unpredictable environment.
328

 However, groups who are sedentary for a number of 

seasons and form a residential base display what is called "radiating mobility".
329

 These 

groups follow "logistic strategies" in obtaining their subsistence, exploiting a central 

"foraging" zone as well as setting up specialised "stations" some distance away for "task 

groups" to procure specific seasonal resources by hunting, fishing or trapping.
330

 

Significantly, logistic strategies signal a shift in socioeconomic organisation, away from the 

mobile procurement strategy of people moving to food resources, to one where the food 

resources are brought to the people, located at the residential base camp.
331

 Yet another type 

of mobility is evident in the concept of "seasonal nomadism".
332

 Although originally intended 

to describe the residential character of local populations in south west Victoria, "seasonal 

nomadism" may be apposite when considering Dawson's "season in search of food" and the 

reports of large gatherings to exploit eels around Lake Bolac during late summer and early 

autumn. 

 

Earlier, the residents of the types of habitations and settlements found in south west Victoria 

were classified as exhibiting "multi-season sedentism". Whatever mobility pattern is deemed 

to be applicable must necessarily complement that and be broadly consistent with the 

available evidence. It cannot be assumed either that the same mobility pattern was followed 

across the whole region, remembering that the modes of sedentism and mobility are 

inextricably linked to the mode of subsistence. On a regional scale there were highly varied 
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environments arising from distinctive geophysical features. To the east are a series of large 

crater lakes, to the north the majestic Grampians and, of course, the coast to the south. The 

predominant feature is, however, the relatively flat central plains consisting of rich volcanic 

soils, but scattered across this landscape are numerous recent volcanic cones, such as Mt. 

Eccles, Mt. Rouse and Mt. Napier, accompanied by their extensive lava flows producing the 

"stony rises". These lava flows disrupted the normal drainage pattern when they occurred 

several thousand years ago, cutting across rivers and creeks and creating a vast number of 

lakes, marshes and swamps, some, such as the "Great Swamp", quite large.
333

 Overlaying this 

is a cline in precipitation, becoming much drier toward the Wimmera in the north west of the 

region. Consequently 7 vegetation zones occur in south west Victoria with heath, grassland, 

dry sclerophyll woodland, savannah woodland, woodland and mallee being the most 

important.
334

 Within this environmentally diverse landscape numerous micro-niches occurred 

as well, largely as a result of the disrupted drainage pattern.
335

 Matching this environmental 

diversity were rich food resources, but with marked local variations. Major vegetal sources 

were daisy yams (plains), rushes (swamps) and common ferns (stony rises). Eels were a very 

important aquatic food, along with various species of fish, mussels and tortoises. The plains 

in some areas abounded in kangaroos and emus as well as the brush turkey. Cockatoos and 

parrots were also abundant on the plains, with ducks and other aquatic birds, and their eggs, 

providing additional food sources around the numerous water bodies.
336

 Such food sources, 

their distribution and their proximity is significant, especially in relation to the groups who 

may be exploiting them, as is the means of exploitation. A fish trap, for example, may 

produce far higher per capita yields than spear fishing, a net more efficient for catching ducks 

than a boomerang.
337

 It has been observed that hunter-gatherers in "poor" environments are 

more mobile and position themselves in the centre of ecotones while those in "rich" 

environments are less mobile and camp at the intersection of multiple ecotones, "where 

resources from several habitats can be gathered or hunted from the same site."
338

 Needless to 

say the "rich" hunter-gatherers, effectively complex hunter-gatherers, form permanent or 

semi-permanent base camps or settlements and have specialised camps as part of their 

logistic procurement strategies.
339

 Positioning in relation to food resources and how they 

were being exploited, therefore, is a crucial consideration in explaining variations in the 

degree of sedentism and mobility, the permanency of habitations and the size of settlements. 

 

Because of the environmental diversity in south west Victoria, reflected to some degree in the 

settlement pattern, it is unrealistic to expect that sedentism and mobility would be uniform 

across the whole region. In terms of the types of mobility identified earlier it would seem that 

point-to-point mobility was not a characteristic form found in south west Victoria. However, 

there is evidence to suggest that the other three forms, embedded, seasonal and radiating 

mobility, may have all been pursued by different groups in different situations. Grounds for 

identifying embedded mobility are very limited but it would be unsafe to eliminate this as a 

possibility. Basically support for the existence of embedded mobility rests with a comment 

made by Robinson indicating one particular group did undertake residential moves. Near 

Tarrone, on the Moyne River, north of Port Fairy, Robinson met an unnamed man who, "took 

me to several spots where he had resided and had worns or huts."
340

 This man was a member 

of several families that resided in the area who, it appeared, owned a "very fine and large 

weir" for catching eels. The clear implication of this was that this particular group had huts, 

probably of a permanent or semi-permanent character, in different locations, that they shifted 

location with unknown frequency, but they were "tethered" to their weir. Another implication 

is that mound sites, especially those showing lower accretion rates, may not have been 

constantly utilised but formed part of an embedded round.  
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The Caramut village was originally situated in a, "mosaic of different environments, 

including woodland, swamps and small patches of both forest and open country,"
341

 

positioned to exploit various ecotones. In addition it lay near the confluence of Muston's and 

Tea Tree Creek, where the inhabitants had, "various well constructed dams," which, "acted as 

sluice gates in the flooding season," as Thomas described it. On the day their village was 

burnt down they were, "up the creek, seeking their daily fare," while they reportedly lived on 

"fish, grubs and small animals."
342

 There can be little doubt they were sedentary for much of 

the year. The "flooding season" was winter,
343

 and they still appear to have been in residence 

in summer when their village was destroyed because it was at this time that the "grass got 

bare or scarce." Although Thomas explicitly states that they were "stationary" they may well 

have been seasonally nomadic, in late summer to early autumn during the eeling season. No 

direct evidence exists for this contention but the proximity of the Caramut village to Lake 

Bolac and Salt Creek makes this a distinct possibility. Dawson's information was that the 

temporary settlement during the eeling season ran all the way from Lake Bolac down Salt 

Creek to the Hopkins River, a matter of only 15 kms at that point east of the Caramut village. 

This proximity would make the Caramut village people prime candidates for forming part of 

the large numbers who congregated there for the eels, and, therefore, an exemplar of seasonal 

nomadism. 

 

There can be little doubt that the Eumeralla village was situated in a "rich" environment with, 

"the juxtaposition of two quite different land systems and presence of large swamps."
344

 

While the stony rises themselves did not offer much, apart from the prolific ferns, the village 

was well situated to exploit several ecotones. Gorrie Swamp was quite extensive, "a Large 

swamp," as Sievwright saw it, but the Eumeralla River, just before it reached the swamp, was 

"like a lake, is two miles long: serpents [eels], plenty fish deep water," Robinson recorded. 

Immediately to the east, north east and south of Gorrie Swamp were the plains. On these 

plains Mitchell noted that, "kangaroos were more numerous in this part of the country than 

any we had traversed."
345

 Robinson also remarked upon the "abundance of kangaroos"
346

 in 

this area, but Fyans in 1839 was even more effusive, "the most magnificent arable and 

pasture countries in the world ... kangaroos and emu running before us, crossing in every 

direction; quails, parrots, cockatoos, and various kinds of the feathered tribe here."
347

 

Consequently, with stony rises, a swamp, a lake and the plains, every major food source was 

in theory accessible from this one location. Moreover, elaborate procurement facilities and 

methods had been developed to take advantage of some of these sources. Apart from 

commenting on the "ash hills" [large mounds] at the village Robinson, it will be recalled, 

reported "several stone and wooden weirs for taking fish, also places for snaring birds,"
348

 

corroborated in part by Sievwright's observation, "passed many native snares on a very large 

scale for kangaroos, birds, etc." as they crossed the plain back to "Eumeralla". An ingenious 

method for catching brush turkeys was also employed in this area, involving the hunter 

camouflaged by a "bush shield" using a pole about 3-4 m long with a noose at the end and a 

lure of a butterfly or feathers. Mesmerised by the lure the birds were easily caught.
349

 

 

With such a food rich environment, well developed procurement methods and extractive 

facilities, as well as strong signs of a high degree of sedentism, it is quite reasonable for the 

movements of the inhabitants of the Eumeralla village to be categorised as "radiating 

mobility" and to contend they followed "logistic procurement strategies". Originally Williams 

proposed what might be described as semi-annual sedentism for the inhabitants of this area, 

"rotating" between two settlements.
350

 But, as was discussed earlier, she appears to have 

misinterpreted the historical ethnographic evidence which indicates only one, not two, 

settlements here. Conversely several lines of evidence support the "radiating mobility/logistic 
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strategies" scenario. Westgarth's reference, for example, to "occasional rambling over the 

neighbouring country" may be interpreted as an attempt to describe such a pattern. The 

Gorrie Swamp Hut habitations, in this context, could be interpreted as a "station" for hunting 

kangaroos and emus on the plains to the south, explaining the permanent but non-sedentary 

nature of the site as well as "tool repair" being a predominant feature of the site's lithics.
351

 

Another of Westgarth's observations, that Mt. Eccles was "a favourite resort, their repeated 

visits having worn a distinct track to the summit,"
352

 offers the possibility that there was a 

direct line of communication between the Eumeralla village and the Lake Condah fish traps 

which lay in that direction, a distance of only 11 to 12 km. As has been pointed out 

previously, Clarke suggested that the Lake Condah fish traps may have been exploited by 

people residing elsewhere. The residents of the Eumeralla village in this case were well 

positioned to do so, even if they may not have had exclusive rights, when the traps became 

operable following heavy or sustained rainfall.
353

 If such was the case it would be quite 

consistent with the pursuit of a "radiating mobility/logistic strategies" mode of mobility by 

the Nillan gundidj. Further research is, of course, also required in this instance to verify the 

proposition. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Initially a number of issues were raised and debates identified in this paper regarding the 

nature of habitations and settlements in south west Victoria. Consequently questions as to the 

degree of permanence of these habitations and settlements, and the extent to which their 

occupants were sedentary, have been considered, along with their origins, pre- or post-

contact. Relevant archaeological evidence has been extensively employed, as has historical 

ethnographic evidence, with a view to achieving a deeper, more comprehensive and 

integrated explanation of the traditional settlement pattern in this region.  

 

Several findings resulted from this integrated approach. Historical ethnographic evidence was 

adduced strongly suggesting that permanent habitation structures of previously unsuspected 

larger dimensions, capable of accommodating around 40 people, were constructed in the 

north west of the region. Furthermore, an explanation for the short-term, post-contact, 

occupation of habitations, represented by the "stone circles", in the vicinity of Condah and 

Louth Swamps and Lake Condah, was developed. This explanation showed that there is no 

historical ethnographic evidence of permanent habitations in that area in the earliest contact 

period and that particular historical factors led to the later formation of those sites, which 

subsequently came under archaeological investigation. These historical factors, which were 

not taken into account in the course of the ensuing archaeological investigations, were, it was 

argued, site specific. Consequently these sites, in terms of their origins, type and duration of 

occupation and settlement could not be taken as representative of those in other parts of south 

west Victoria, as some have contended. 

 

Closer scrutiny of archaeological investigations of alleged village sites outside of the Condah 

area also employed this integrated approach, with additional historical ethnographic evidence 

brought to bear. This reconsideration showed possible flaws in site identification which 

compromised the subsequent archaeological investigations. By applying the revised historical 

ethnographic evidence a fish trap associated with one of the village sites was possibly 

identified, along with stone structures interpreted as habitations at another village site. 

 

Following this, a large body of evidence pertaining to habitations and settlements was 

analysed. This analysis demonstrated that a proportion of habitations and settlements present 
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at time of contact were permanent, and that this had been a feature of traditional societies in 

the region. A more comprehensive habitation typology was also developed from this body of 

evidence. In addition a settlement typology and pattern indicative of a settlement hierarchy 

was identified that appeared to correspond to the frequency and distribution of the mounds 

found in south west Victoria. 

 

The issue of the degree of sedentism was addressed next, once more employing historical 

ethnographic and archaeological evidence. Given earlier deductions regarding the 

permanency of dwellings and settlements, comparisons were then made with known 

correlates of sedentism identified by studies elsewhere. Supplementing this was an approach 

utilising mound accretion rates as a measure of the degree of sedentism. A revision to the 

system for classifying degrees of sedentism and mobility was proposed, and it was concluded 

from this, and the different lines of enquiry that were pursued, that "multi-season" sedentism 

was apparent in south west Victoria, comparable in form to early agricultural settlements in 

other parts of the world.  Complementing this, different degrees and types of mobility were 

considered in their application to traditional practices in south west Victoria within the 

context of the subsistence base. Here it was found that different mobility patterns, 

"embedded", "seasonal" and "radiating", the last being associated with "logistic procurement 

strategies", may have been followed in accordance with the type of subsistence regime 

possible in respective environments. Some evidence was also presented indicating that the 

various features of the traditional settlement pattern, as observed early in the contact period, 

may have commenced as early as 550 BP. 

 

It has been pointed out on a number of occasions in this work that further research is required 

to validate not only specific findings but also the classificatory systems and reconstructions 

of the settlement pattern in south west Victoria as posited here. Modelling of the 

interrelationship between habitations, settlements, sedentism, subsistence and mobility as part 

of that settlement pattern, as has been attempted, builds upon previous work by other 

researchers, but the outcome cannot be treated in any way as definitive.  Hopefully it will, at 

least, provide some guidance for future research, not only in establishing the validity of the 

models but in deepening our understanding of traditional life in south west Victoria. Other 

aspects, such as broader socioeconomic articulation,
354

 and the degree of sociopolitical 

complexity,
355

 which have remained outside the scope of this paper, may also offer research 

opportunities with the potential to realise another level of integration. Whatever course is 

adopted, however, it is crucial that future research not only embrace well-documented or 

explicit hypotheses but also consider more speculative alternatives, so that the boundaries of 

our knowledge are truly tested, our grasp is extended and our understandings enhanced. 
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Williams encountered this problem at Gorrie Swamp Hut as well, soil acidity destroying all faunal evidence 

(1988:141). 
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 Williams 1988:141. 
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 Williams 1988:141,184,190; Clarke 1994:9. 
247

 Coutts and Witter 1977:62-5. 

Similar composition is reported in the historical ethnographic literature. See for example: Chauncy 1878:2:232; 

Smyth 1878:1:239; Dawson 1881:103-4; MacPherson 1885:55. 
248

 Hassan 1981:91; Schacht 1981:131; Williams 1985:73; Bird and Frankel 1991:10; Clarke 1994:12  
249

 Hassan 1981:63-83; Schacht 1981:124-31; Williams 1985:73-5. 

Helskog and Schweder (1989) have used C
14

 dates as a means of establishing contemporaneity and this is 

probably the most viable method. 
250

 Habu 1996:39. 
251
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252
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263
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short-term food storage," was practised in the region. 
264
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1988:13,Table 2.1. 
266

 Robinson 24,30 April 1841. 
267

 Robinson 29 April 1841, 6 April 1842; British Parliamentary Papers (Aborigines) 1844:3:240. 

It would appear that fishing, for fish and eels, from these platforms took place at night using, "a worm on a thing 

[of] tree twigs." (Robinson 6 April 1842) Both Dawson and Buckley provide a slightly different or more 

elaborate description of this, "by tying a bunch of worms, with cord made of the inner bark of the prickly        

acacia, to the end of a long supple wand like a fishing-rod ... when swallowed by the fish [eels according to 

Buckley (Morgan 1852:48)], it is pulled up quickly before the fish can disgorge it." (Dawson 1881:94). 

These platforms are strongly reminiscent of those found on the rivers of the Pacific Northwest Coast of North 

America. 
268

 Sievwright 20 March 1841.  
269

 Godfrey In Select Committee of the Legislative Council 1858-9:62; Smyth 1878:1:239; Dawson 1881:103; 
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Bird and Frankel 1991:7. 
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likely to come from, NE being the least likely wind direction for all months except July, when it was 2nd least 

likely (Wesson 1981:Fig.28). On that basis one could conclude occupation was almost year-round. 
282

 Dawson 1881:10. 

The ethnographic evidence seems to indicate that November and December was  the period where people were 

least sedentary and highly mobile. Furthermore, on the Wannon the permanent cupolas apparently faced north 

west (Smyth 1878:1:126). 
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 Williams 1988:145. 
284

 Williams 1988:141. 
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 Williams 1988:151. 
286
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large sample from hunter-gatherer and complex hunter-gatherer societies the small, but significant, variations 

and distinctions in the degree of sedentism and mobility have been overlooked. Consequently their classification 

is of little value in determining levels of sedentism in groups that are partially sedentary in some way. 
311

 Cane 1984.  
312

 Lieberman 1993:600,609; Habu 1996:38. 
313

 Williams 1988:41-2 basically concurs with this conclusion though for slightly different reasons. 
314
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316
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 Kenyon, K. 1957:53,71; 1960-83:3:2,6,8,19; Noy et al. 1980:69; Henry 1989:225-6; Bar-Yosef et al. 

1991:408. 
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 Noy et al. 1980:64-5. 
320

 Bar-Yosef et al. 1991:411. 
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322

 Henry 1989:225-6. 
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326
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327
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328
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329
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330
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331
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332
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333
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 Coutts et al. 1978:39; Coutts 1981:43,53. 
335

 Coutts et al. 1976:9-10,19; Lourandos 1980a:163. 
336

 Robinson 11 May 1841; Westgarth 1846:39; Boldrewood 1884:36,39,49; Coutts et al. 1978:38-9; Lourandos 

1980a:111a-c,113,146; 1980b:249; Coutts 1981:37,Fig.19; Gott 1987; Williams 1988:23-34. 

Other possible significant food sources may have included frogs, swamp snails, wombats and possums. 
337

 Hayden 1981; Satterthwait 1987. 
338

 Lieberman 1993:600. 
339

 Lieberman 1993:600. 
340

 Robinson 30 April 1841. 
341

 Williams 1988:23. 
342

 Papers of William Thomas, MSS 214, Box 24, Item 11 : "Aborigines Superior Race" 1858. 
343
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344

 Williams 1988:34. 
345

 Mitchell 1839:2:252. 
346

 Robinson 22 May 1842. A similar comment was made on 20 March 1842. 
347

 Fyans in Brown 1986:230.  

See also Boldrewood 1884:36,39,49. 
348

 These fish traps do not seem to have been located. Because of her misinterpretation of the evidence Williams 

looked for them on the south side of Gorrie Swamp but, of course, was unable to find them, although she did 

find a 50 metre ditch and bank, which may have been an eel canal (Williams 1988:166). A fish trap has, 

however, been noted at Lake Gorrie (Clark 1989:2) 
349

 Robinson 25 April,10 May 1841 [Figs 4.26,5.8]; Griffiths 1845:154; Lloyd 1862:409; Smyth 1878:1:192. 
350

 Williams 1988:68-9. 
351

 Another "station" may have been recorded by Robinson on the heights of the Corroit Valley (Robinson 7 

June 1841 [Fig. 6.14]). 
352

 Westgarth 1888:43 states, "We were guided latterly by a well-beaten native track, for this seemed a favourite 

walk of the aborigines." 
353

 Coutts et al. 1978:8-10,24-5,28,31-3; Clarke 1994:10. 

The fish traps at Ettrick and Tyrendarra (Kenyon 1912:110; Massola 1968; Schell 1998:17) may also have fallen 

within the orbit of the Eumeralla village, but as they were on a smaller scale, and 20 km or more away, it seems 

more likely they were built and utilised by other groups. 
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 Buckley's (Morgan 1852:56-7) description of trade in bulk foods is one particularly important element of 

socioeconomic articulation worth further investigation. 
355

 I would draw attention to two items of evidence that are germane to this issue that have not been cited in any 

of the literature, as far as I am aware. The first is the discovery of, "a small heap of twenty-five bandicoot 

mandibles and other items  clustered at the right shoulder," of one of the burials in mound FM/1 (Coutts and 

Witter 1977:64). This is possibility indicative of a status burial, though there may, of course, be other 

explanations. The second item is a description of a marriage  ceremony provided by Sievwright (13 April 1842). 

In this refers to the "hut of the Chief of her [the bride's] tribe which was well stored with provisions which were 

distributed amongst the party". While the term "Chief" may simply describe a clan leader or a "Big Man" the 

suggestion of a redistributive function is most intriguing, although not necessarily if the "Chief" had a direct 

stake in the marriage that was about to take place. 
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